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2 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.original high-level program can be far from obvious.With this in mind, we have developed a pro�ler for Haskell, a higher-order non-strict, purely functional language [Hudak et al. 1992]. We make three main contri-butions:(1) We describe a source-level pro�ler for a compiled, nonstrict language capable ofmeasuring both execution time and space usage. Nonstrict languages are usuallyimplemented using some form of lazy evaluation, whereby values are computedonly when required. For example, if one function produces a list which isconsumed by another, execution alternates between producer and consumer ina coroutine-like fashion. Execution of di�erent parts of the program is therefore�nely interleaved, which makes it di�cult to measure how much time is spentin each \part" of the program.Our pro�ler solves this problem; indeed, though the results depend on thedegree of evaluation, they are entirely independent of the order in which theevaluation proceeds. This issue has been independently addressed by Clack etal. [1995]; our new contribution is to deal with a production-quality compiledimplementation of a fully featured language (Haskell).(2) We support the pro�ling of large programs by allowing the systematic subsump-tion of execution costs under programmer-controlled headings, or \cost centers."Most pro�lers implicitly attribute costs to the function or procedure which in-curred them. This is unhelpful for languages like Haskell, which encourage amodular programming style based on a large number of small functions, fortwo reasons: �rst, there are simply too many functions in a large program; andsecond, it does not help much to be told (say) that the program spends 20%of its time in the heavily used library function map. Cost centers allow theprogrammer to choose an appropriate granularity for pro�ling, ranging fromwhole program phases to individual subexpressions in a single function.(3) We provide a formal speci�cation of the attribution of execution costs to costcenters. Higher-order languages make it harder to give the programmer a clearmodel of where costs are attributed. For example, suppose a function producesa data structure with functions embedded in it. Should the execution costs ofone of these embedded functions be attributed to the \part" of the programwhere it is called or to the part which produced the data structure?A unique contribution of this article is that we back up our informal de-scription of cost attribution (Section 3.1) with a formal speci�cation, or costsemantics (Sections 3.2-3.4). In this framework we prove properties about thecost attribution (Sections 3.5 and 4.3), examine the e�ects of di�erent programtransformations on the attribution of costs (Section 5), and explore the designspace in a precise way (Section 8).While our approach can handle nonstrict languages such as Haskell, it is notrestricted to them: it can also accommodate strict languages such as SML, thoughmany of the issues we address here are simpli�ed | see Section 8.4.From a practical point of view, our technique is relatively straightforward toimplement. In Section 4 we describe a full implementation of the pro�ler in theGlasgow Haskell Compiler, a state-of-the-art compiler for Haskell [Peyton Jones etal. 1993].ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 3As well as an informal description of the implementation (Section 4.1), we presenta state-transition system which describes it formally and prove it equivalent to thespeci�cation (Section 4.2). In Section 5 we consider program transformation in thepresence of pro�ling. Using the formal speci�cation we establish conditions underwhich the transformations performed by the compiler do not a�ect the attributionof costs. This enables us successfully to pro�le optimized code. The run-timeoverheads of the pro�ler are discussed in Section 6. Even though these are quitesigni�cant (61%), we believe that they are not excessive in practice.The pro�ler is publicly distributed with the compiler, and its design has beensigni�cantly inuenced by user feedback (Section 7) | a modi�ed cost semanticsis introduced in Section 7.2.In Section 8 we discuss some alternative approaches, including the inheritance ofcosts (Section 8.3) and the pro�ling of strict languages (Section 8.4). Finally, wediscuss related work (Section 9) and draw some conclusions (Section 10).2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROFILERWe begin with an overview of the pro�ler, as seen from the programmer's point ofview.2.1 Cost CentersAll pro�lers attribute execution costs to the \parts" of the program. Most pro-�lers implicitly identify such \parts" with functions or procedures. Since Haskellis an expression-based language, we take a more exible approach, identifying the\parts" of the program by associating a cost center , to which execution costs areattributed, with each expression of interest. For example, consider the followingfunction de�nition:f x y = x + (scc "test" factorize y)The scc construct explicitly annotates an expression with a cost center, to whichthe costs of evaluating that expression are attributed. In the example above, thecosts of evaluating factorize y are attributed to the (arbitrarily named) costcenter "test". Associated with each scc annotation is an entry count which isincremented each time the scc is evaluated. This count is equivalent to the function-call-counts of conventional pro�lers.From a syntactic point of view scc (short for \set-cost-center"1) is a languageconstruct, like let or case, and not a function. The cost center is a literal string,not a computed value; and scc has lower precedence than function application, i.e.,its scope extends as far to the right as possible.The scc construct annotates an expression rather than a function de�nition. Thisdistinction is largely cosmetic: an expression can easily be made into a function bylambda lifting. Nevertheless we have found that it is often convenient to be ableto pro�le subexpressions of the main function of a program without lambda lifting.More importantly, the expression form gives us a convenient language in which todiscuss the e�ect of program transformations (see Section 5).1The irony of this imperative-sounding name is not lost on us.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



4 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.2.2 Introducing the scc AnnotationsOur pro�ler o�ers two mechanisms for introducing scc annotations into a program:automatically by the compiler or manually by the programmer. These two mech-anisms support the two main approaches used in practice by programmers to �ndperformance bugs: bottom-up and top-down.The bottom-up method is used when pro�ling a library module, such as anabstract data type. Using a compiler ag, the programmer can annotate everytop-level function de�nition with an eponymous cost center, without altering thesource code itself. This annotation can be done for selected modules or indeed forall modules. The latter case is equivalent to the function-based pro�ling providedby conventional pro�lers.The top-down method starts with the main function of the program, which usu-ally contains calls to a number of other functions. Each of these calls is annotatedexplicitly by the programmer with a suitable scc. A run of the program often nowreveals that one of these calls is taking a substantial fraction of the total executiontime, in which case that function can be annotated in the same way as before. Inthis fashion the programmer can \home in" on the culprit.The two methods are complementary. The bottom-up method answers the ques-tion \is this abstract data type too slow (regardless of where it is called from),"while the top-down method addresses the question \is this phase of the programtoo slow (regardless of which abstract data types it uses)."2.3 Using the Pro�lerTo pro�le a program all modules (whether or not they contain scc annotations)must be compiled and linked with the -prof option. The program can then be runnormally, except that it produces some extra output �les containing the pro�linginformation. A number of runtime ags can be used to request di�erent pro�lingoutputs.Any explicit scc annotations in the source are ignored when a program is com-piled without the -prof option.Figures 1 and 2 give an example of output produced by the pro�ler. (They showthe results of pro�ling the compiler itself, using the top-down approach, in whichthe call to each each of the main passes in the compiler was explicitly scc'd in themain function.)The cost center pro�le in Figure 1 reports basic pro�ling information aggregatedover the whole run of the program. For each cost center the pro�ler reports thefollowing:scc: The number of times the scc annotation was evaluated. This count isequivalent to the function-call counts of conventional pro�lers.%time: The proportion of execution time consumed by evaluation of the expressionannotated with the cost center.%alloc: The proportion of heap allocation attributed to evaluation of the expres-sion annotated with the cost center.inner: The number of scc annotations evaluated within the scope of this costcenter. This provides a reminder that some of the costs of evaluating theexpression were attributed to an inner cost center.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 5
Tue May 18 17:03 1993 Cost Center Profilehsc-0.13 +RTS -H25M -p -RTS -C -hi ...total time = 240.48 secs (12024 ticks@20ms)total alloc = 619,779,088 bytes51,846,277 closuresCOST CENTER scc %time %alloc innerTypeChecker 1 45.4 44.6 0Renamer 1 25.0 27.0 0builtinNames 1 7.6 14.4 0PrintRealC 1 4.5 4.3 0Core2Core 1 3.9 2.5 0MAIN 1 2.7 2.7 1CodeGen 1 1.5 1.1 0rdModule 1 1.8 1.2 0Stg2Stg 1 1.1 0.5 0FlattenAbsC 1 0.7 0.5 0cvModule 1 0.6 0.5 1Core2Stg 1 0.6 0.3 0...Fig. 1. Cost Center pro�le of the Glasgow Haskell compiler.
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Fig. 2. Heap pro�le of the Glasgow Haskell compiler.
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6 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.The heap pro�le in Figure 2 shows the composition of the (live) heap data, bycost center, plotted against time, in the style of Runciman and Wakeling [1993]. Aswith Runciman and Wakeling [1993], it is possible to break down the contents ofthe heap by other criteria, such as the type of the heap object or the particular dataconstructor. It is also possible to restrict the heap pro�le to a subset of interest,selecting by cost center, type, constructor, etc.3. A SEMANTICS FOR COST ATTRIBUTIONFor a pro�ler to be useful it must be possible to explain to a programmer the exactway in which execution costs are attributed to the headings under which the pro�lerreports them | that is, we must give a speci�cation of the pro�ler. For a higher-order, nonstrict language such as Haskell, we have found that this speci�cation isremarkably slippery. Every time we came up with an informal speci�cation wefound new examples for which the speci�cation was inadequate!This experience eventually led us to develop a formal speci�cation of the way inwhich our pro�ler attributes costs. In this section we give an informal model ofcost attribution, show how it is inadequate, and then describe our formal model.An important constraint is that the pro�ler should do \what the programmerexpects" in commonly occurring cases. The formal speci�cation is useful for ob-scure or di�cult cases, but programmers should not need to refer to it most of thetime. The formal system plays exactly the same role as the formal semantics ofa programming language: it is a guide to implementors and is the �nal arbiter ofobscure cases.3.1 Informal Cost AttributionGiven an expression scc cc exp, the general idea is that the cost of evaluating expshould be attributed to cc. However, consider the following examples:|scc "cc1" x+1. In a nonstrict language x may not be evaluated when the evalu-ation of x+1 begins: should the cost of evaluating x be attributed to cc1? Surelynot, because if the evaluation order was (legitimately) changed by the compilerso that x was already evaluated by the time the x+1 was started then the costattribution would change radically.|scc "cc2" (f x, g x). In a nonstrict language, the second component of thepair (say) might never be evaluated. The pro�ler should presumably thereforeonly attribute the cost of the call (g x) to cc2 if the second component of thepair turns out to be required.|scc "cc3" (\x -> f x, True). Should the costs of evaluating the calls to f| and there could be many such calls | be attributed to cc3 or to the costcenters enclosing the places where the lambda abstraction is applied? We makethe former choice; the issue is discussed further in Section 8.1.Here, then, is an informal speci�cation of our pro�ler's cost attribution, which triesto answer questions such as those above:Given an expression scc cc exp, the costs attributed to cc are the entire costsof evaluating the expression exp as far as the enclosing context demands it,includingACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 7(a) the cost of evaluating any functions called during the evaluation of expand(b) the cost of evaluating the bodies of any lambda abstractions in exp (how-ever many times they are called),but excluding(c) the cost of evaluating the free variables of exp and(d) the cost of evaluating any scc-expressions within exp or within any func-tion called from exp.This de�nition has the following consequences:Cost Centers Scope Statically. If cc is the innermost cost center statically en-closing a subexpression e, then the costs of evaluating e are attributed to cc. Thissimple notion ensures that the pro�ling results are easy to interpret.Costs are Aggregated. If no cost center statically encloses an expression, thenits costs are dynamically attributed to the caller of the function of which thatexpression is part. For example, consider the example:my_fun xs = scc "mapper" map square xssquare x = x * xThe function square does not have an scc construct, so its costs are attributed tothe cost center of its caller, in this case "mapper". Similarly, the cost of executingthis call to the library function map is attributed to "mapper" as well.Shared functions are dealt with correctly, of course: other calls to square areattributed to the cost center of their callers, not to "mapper".In short, except where explicit scc constructs specify otherwise, the costs ofcallees are automatically subsumed into the costs of the caller.Cost Attribution is Independent of the Order of Evaluation. When my_fun iscalled, its argument xs may not be fully evaluated, and its further evaluation mayultimately be forced by map called from within my_fun. Nevertheless, the costs ofevaluating xs is not attributed to "mapper" but rather to the cost center whichencloses the producer of xs. Similarly, the result of my_fun is a list, which maybe evaluated fully, partially, or not at all. The costs of whatever evaluation isperformed are attributed to "mapper", no more and no less.In e�ect, the programmer does not need to understand the program's evaluationorder to reason about which costs are attributed to which cost center. This propertyis formalized in Section 3.5.The Degree of Evaluation Performed is Una�ected. The result of my_fun is eval-uated no more and no less than would be the case in an unpro�led program. Itfollows that the costs attributed to "mapper" depend on how much of my_fun'sresult is evaluated by its caller. The results are independent of the order of evalu-ation; they are not independent of the degree of evaluation!Costs are Attributed to Precisely One Cost Center. Thus, the sum of all the timecosts attributed to all the cost centers of a program is equal to the total runtimeof the program; no time is lost, nor double-counted. An alternative approach is toarrange for costs to be inherited by each cost center in the stack of enclosing costcenters. This is discussed in Section 8.3.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



8 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.Values: z ::= �x:ej C x1 � � �xa a�0Expressions: e ::= zj e xj xj let x1=e1; : : : ; xn=en in e n>0j case e of fCj xj1 � � �xjaj -> ejgnj=1 n>0j scc cc eProgram: prog ::= x1=e1; : : : ; xn=en n>0Fig. 3. Language syntax.Despite our attempt at precision, our de�nition is still vague, especially whenhigher-order functions are concerned. For example, what costs are attributed to"tricky" in the expression scc "tricky" (f,g), where f and g are functionsde�ned elsewhere? Are the costs of any calls to the �rst or second components ofthis pair attributed to tricky or not? What about scc "tricky" (f x), wheref is a function of two arguments? In order to be able to answer such questionsprecisely we developed a formal model for cost attribution which we discuss next.3.2 LanguageThe language we consider is given in Figure 3. In order to make the theory tractablewe restrict ourselves to a rather small language. However, we believe that it is stillclose enough to Haskell to be meaningful to a programmer.The language looks at �rst like no more than a slightly sugared lambda calculus,with mutually recursive lets, saturated data constructors, case, and scc. However,it has an important distinguishing feature: the argument of a function applicationis always a simple variable. A nonatomic argument is handled by �rst binding it toa variable using a let expression. This has a direct operational interpretation: anonatomic function argument must be constructed in the heap (the let expression)before the function is called (the application). This language embodies the essentialfeatures of the Core language used in the Glasgow Haskell compiler.For notational convenience, we use the abbreviation fxi = eig for the set ofbindings x1=e1; : : : ; xn=en. Similarly we write [yi 7! ei] for the �nite mapping[y1 7! e1; : : : ; yn 7! en] and e[ei=xi] for the substitution e[e1=x1; : : : ; en=xn]. Wealso abbreviate x1 � � �xa with xa and drop the nj=1 in the case alternatives. We use� for syntactic identity of expressions.3.3 The Judgment FormOur model is based on Launchbury's operational semantics for lazy graph reduction[Launchbury 1993; Sestoft 1997], augmented with a notion of cost attribution. Weexpress judgments about the cost of evaluating an expression thus:cc;� : e +�� : z; cczThis should be read \In the context of the heap � and cost center cc, the expressione evaluates to the value z, producing a new heap � and cost center ccz; the costsof this evaluation are described by the cost attribution �." We use the followingACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 9Table I. Abstract CostsCost of DenotedApplication ACase expression CEvaluating a thunk VUpdating a thunk UAllocating a heap object HEntering an scc Evocabulary:|cost center (cc): a label to which costs are attributed.|cost attribution (�): a �nite mapping of cost centers to costs. A cost attributionrecords the total costs attributed to each cost center. Two cost attributions arecombined using (an overloaded) + . We also use � to remove costs from anattribution. (�1+attr�2)(cc) = �1(cc) +cost �2(cc)(�1�attr�2)(cc) = �1(cc)�cost �2(cc)|heap (�;�;�;
): an annotated mapping from variable names to expressions.We use the notation �[x cc7! e] to extend the heap � with a mapping from x tothe expression e annotated with cost center cc.In general, the cost center attached to a heap binding is the cost center whichenclosed that binding. It serves two purposes: to ensure correct cost attributionwhen a thunk (unevaluated heap closure) is evaluated and to enable cost centerattribution when a heap census is taken (Section 4.1).The abstract costs are denoted by the symbols in Table I. One should notthink of these costs as constants. The cost semantics speci�es which cost centeris attributed with the cost of (say) performing a heap allocation. The semanticsmakes no attempt to specify exactly what costs are attributed; it just attributes\H." The implementation attributes the actual execution costs (of time and space)to the cost center speci�ed by the semantics; it does not count every A, C, and soon, at all.The only exception to this is the \cost," E, of entering an scc. Since an scc isjust an annotation, there is no real cost associated with executing it. Rather, ourintention is to count the number of times each scc annotation is evaluated, in thesame way that conventional pro�lers count the number of times each function iscalled.The cost attribution of evaluating the whole program, �MAIN , is obtained fromthe judgment "MAIN";�init : main +�MAIN� : z; ccz:The initial cost center is "MAIN", to which all costs are attributed, except wherean scc construct speci�es otherwise. The initial heap, �init, binds each top-levelidenti�er to its right-hand side. What cost center should be associated with thesebindings? A top-level binding de�nes either a function (if it has arguments) or aconstant applicative form (if it does not). The costs of top-level functions shouldbe subsumed by their caller, so we give their bindings in �init the special pseudo-ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



10 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.cost-center "SUB" to indicate this fact. The "SUB" cost center is treated speciallyby the rules which follow. We discuss the treatment of constant applicative formsin Section 7.The semantics is a \big-step" semantics, so it does not say anything about thecost attribution of nonterminating programs. This is more of a technical problemthan a practical one. In practice, we arrange that if the program is interruptedthen the pro�ling information accumulated to that point is dumped into the pro�le�les before execution is �nally terminated.3.4 The RulesThe cost-augmented semantics is given in Figure 4. The following paragraphsdiscuss the rules.The cost center on the left-hand side of the judgment is the \current cost center,"to which the costs of evaluating the expression should be attributed. A usefulinvariant is that the current cost center is never "SUB". The last rule, SCC , is easyto understand: it simply makes the speci�ed cost center, ccscc, into the current costcenter. In addition it counts the evaluation of the scc by attributing E to ccscc.It is less obvious why we need a cost center on the right-hand side, which we callthe \returned cost center." The Lam and Con rules show where it comes from: inboth cases the expression to be evaluated is in head normal form, so it is returned,along with the current cost center. (The other rules simply propagate it.) What useis made of the returned cost center? To see this we must look at the two rules which\consume" head normal forms, namely App (where a function is evaluated beforeapplying it) and Case (where a data value is evaluated before taking it apart):|In the Case rule the returned cost center ccC is simply ignored. The appropri-ate alternative is chosen, and its right-hand side is evaluated in the context ofthe original cost center enclosing the case. That is as one would expect: thecosts of evaluating the alternatives accrue to the cost center enclosing the caseexpression.|In the App rule, the function e is evaluated, delivering (presumably) a �-abstraction �y:e0 and a returned cost center cc�. The body of the abstraction,e0, is then evaluated in the context of the returned cost center cc�. In this waythe costs of evaluating the body of the �-abstraction accrue to the cost centerenclosing the declaration of the �-abstraction (see Section 4.3).Lastly, we deal with the Let and Var rules, which concern the construction andevaluation of heap-allocated thunks. The Let rule extends the heap with bindingsfor newly allocated closures. The yi are freshly chosen names, directly modelingheap addresses and are substituted for the corresponding xi throughout. Thissubstitution ensures that two instantiations of the same let expression do notinterfere with each other by binding the same variable twice.The current cost center is pinned on each binding created by the Let rule. Thetwo Var rules shows how this cost center is used:|When a variable is to be evaluated, and it is already bound to a value, theVar(whnf ) rule says that the value is returned, with an unchanged heap, andthe returned cost center is that pinned on the binding ccz. However, if ccz isACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 11cc;� : �y:e +fg� : �y:e; cc Lamcc;� : C xa +fg� : C xa; cc Concc;� : e +�1� : �y:e0; cc� cc�;� : e0[x=y] +�2� : z; cczcc;� : e x +fcc7!Ag+�1+�2� : z; ccz Appcc;�[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc7!Vg�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(ccccz) Var(whnf )where S�cc"SUB"� = ccS(ccccz) = cczcce;� : e +�� : z; cczcc;�[x cce7! e] : x +fcc7!Vg+�+fccz 7!Ug�[x ccz7! z] : z; ccz e 6� z Var(thunk)cc;�[yi cc7! ei[yi=xi]] : e[yi=xi] +�� : z; cczcc;� : let fxi = eig in e +fcc7!n�Hg+�� : z; ccz yi fresh Letcc;� : e +�1� : Ck xak ; ccC cc;� : ek[xi=yki] +�2� : z; cczcc;� : case e of fCj yjaj -> ejg +fcc7!Cg+�1+�2� : z; ccz Caseccscc;� : e +�� : z; cczcc;� : scc ccscc e +fccscc 7!Eg+�� : z; ccz SCCFig. 4. Formal cost semantics."SUB", the current cost center is returned instead. This ensures that the invariantmentioned above is maintained. It has the e�ect of subsuming the costs of top-level functions into their callers, regardless of the choice made in the App rule.|The Var(thunk) rule deals with the situation when the variable is bound to anas yet unevaluated expression, or thunk. In this case, the expression to whichthe variable is bound is evaluated, in the context of the cost center pinned onthe binding cce. The newly calculated value is recorded in the resulting heap,replacing the previous binding for the variable; and the costs of entering thethunk and updating the heap (V and U) are recorded in the cost attribution.It is the Var(thunk) that implements the call-by-need behavior expected ofnonstrict languages. When the thunk for x is evaluated the heap is modi�edto bind x to its newly calculated value. Subsequent attempts to evaluate x canACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



12 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.therefore use this value, rather than recomputing it as call-by-name would do.Notice that the new binding, of the variable to its value, has the returned costcenter ccz pinned on it and that the cost of the update is attributed to ccz. Thisis the second way in which the returned cost center is used. Finally observe thatcce can never be "SUB", since this cost center is only ever attached to top-levelfunction values.The crucial point is that these rules give us a language in which to discuss costattribution in a precise manner. They provide a formal framework in which alter-native design choices can be examined. For example, an alternative formulationof the App rule might evaluate the body of the �-abstraction in the context of cc,the cost center enclosing the application. This particular alternative is discussed inSection 8.1.Notice that the cost attribution is a conservative extension of the rules presentedby Launchbury [1993]. The shape of a proof tree, and the value produced by sucha proof, never depend on the current cost center, the heap annotations, or on �,so the new cost-attribution mechanism does not change the results produced by acomputation | an easy result, but an important one.3.5 Cost Attribution and Evaluation OrderIn Section 3.1 we claimed that the pro�ling results are independent of the order ofevaluation. Given the formal cost semantics we can now state and prove that this isindeed the case (Theorem 3.5.1). A consequence of this is that the cost attribution isnot dependent on the particular order of evaluation | only the extent of evaluation,i.e., if a closure is evaluated then it can be evaluated early without a�ecting thecost attribution (Corollary 3.5.2). This is important, as it means that strictnessoptimizations, which evaluate needed variables early, do not change the attributionof costs.Theorem 3.5.1 2If cc1;� : e1 +�1� : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�2� : z2; ccz2Then cc1;� : e1 +�01
 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�02
 : z2; ccz2and �2+�01 = �1+�02The theorem states that if two expressions, e1 and e2, can be evaluated in thecontext of a heap � and cost center cc, then they can be evaluated sequentially, inany order, giving the same results, �nal heap, and total cost attribution. That is,the following commuting diagram holds:�� �

e1�1
��~~~~~~ e2 �2@@@@@

��e2 �02 ��

� � � � � � � � � � � � � e1�01�� � � � � � � � � � � � � �2In the statement of Theorem 3.5.1 (and Corollary 3.5.2) we have omitted details about renaming.These are addressed in Appendix B.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 13Proof. See Appendix B.Corollary 3.5.2If cc;�[y ccy7! ey] : e +�e �[y cczy7! zy] : z; ccz, ey 6� zyand ccy;� : ey +�ey � : z0y; cc0zyThen zy � z0y and cczy � cc0zyand cc;�[y cczy7! zy] : e +�0e �[y cczy7! zy] : z; cczand �e = �ey+fcczy 7!Ug+�0eThis states that if a closure y ccy7! ey is evaluated during the evaluation of e and if itis possible to evaluate ey immediately, then evaluating e in the context of the heapreturned by the immediate evaluation of ey with an updated binding for y givesthe same result and total cost attribution. This is summarized by the followingcommuting diagram: �[y ccy7! ey] �[y cczy7! zy]�[y cczy7! zy]
ey �ey+fcczy7!Ug??????

��

e�e ��ey
�� e�0e�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �Proof. Applying the Var(thunk) rule (using +�ey as the premise) we havecc;�[y ccy7! ey] : y +�y�[y cc0zy7! z0y] : z0y; S�cccc0zy�where �y = fcc 7!Vg+�ey+fcc0zy 7!Ug:Applying Theorem 3.5.1 to +�e and +�y we havecc;�[y cc0zy7! z0y] : e +�0e
 : z; ccz and cc;�[y cczy7! zy] : y +�0y
 : z0y; S�cccc0zy�and �y+�0e = �e+�0y.Since +�0y can be derived from the Var(whnf ) rule, we havezy � z0y, cczy � cc0zy , 
 � �[y cczy7! zy] and �0y � fcc 7!Vg.And �nally, we have�e = �y+�0e��0y = fcc 7!Vg+�ey+fcczy 7!Ug+�0e�fcc 7!Vg= �ey+fcczy 7!Ug+�0e.Note that this proof only applies to the pro�ling results captured by the seman-tics, i.e., time and allocation. It does not guarantee that the transformation leavesthe program's residency3 unchanged. Indeed, changing the order of evaluation canresult in signi�cant changes in the heap requirements of a program.3The residency of a program is the amount of reachable data, averaged over time; it gives a goodmeasure of memory requirements and garbage collection cost and is only loosely related to theamount of allocation.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



14 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.4. IMPLEMENTATIONWe begin our description with an informal overview of the measurement technol-ogy (Section 4.1). Since there is quite a large gap between the (big-step) costsemantics of Section 3 and a concrete implementation, we present a small-step costsemantics and prove that it implements exactly the same cost attribution as thebig-step semantics (Section 4.2). We also show that it implements the simple no-tion of \static scope" (Section 4.3). We conclude with some observations about theconcrete implementation of the small-step semantics (Sections 4.4).4.1 Implementation OverviewThe pro�ling information presented in Section 2.3 is collected in the following way:|At any moment the \current cost center" is stored in a known memory locationccc.4 For example, when an scc annotation is evaluated, the annotating costcenter is stored in ccc. A cost center is represented by a pointer to a static blockof store which holds all the counters in which the costs attributed to that costcenter are accumulated.|A regular clock interrupt executes a service routine which increments a tickcounter of the cost center currently stored in ccc. This enables the relativetime of the di�erent \parts" of the program to be determined and reported (the%time column in Figure 1). This statistical sampling works in much the sameway as any standard Unix pro�ler; the more clock ticks that have elapsed, themore accurate the results. However, by attributing each sample to the currentcost center (instead of the block of code currently being executed) time spent exe-cuting any library or system routines is attributed to the source code responsiblefor calling the routine.|The compiler plants in-line code to increment an allocation counter held in thecurrent cost center whenever a new heap object is allocated. In this way thepro�ler is able to record how much heap was allocated by each cost center (the%alloc column in Figure 1).|When evaluation of (an instance of) an scc expression is begun, we incrementthe scc entry count of the new cost center and the subcc count of the enclosingcost center. The �nal counts are reported in the pro�le in the cost center pro�le(Figure 1).|An extra �eld is added to the front of every heap object. This �eld is initializedfrom the current-cost-center register when the object is allocated. At regularintervals (multiples of a clock tick) a census of all live heap objects is taken.This allows the pro�ler to produce a heap pro�le which breaks down the contentsof the heap by cost center, an example of which is given in Figure 2. Otherheap censuses are also supported e.g., by constructor, type, module, etc. It isalso possible to restrict a census to a particular subset of the heap e.g., pro�lethe constructors produced by a particular cost center, or pro�le the cost centerswhich produced a particular constructor.4The current cost center is stored in a memory location, rather then a machine register, so thatit is available to the interrupt service routine.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 15Naturally, the space required for this additional �eld is discounted when gath-ering any pro�ling data.|The cost center �eld in heap objects plays an additional role for thunks (sus-pensions). It records the cost center which was current when the thunk wasallocated. When the thunk is subsequently evaluated, the current-cost-centerregister is loaded from the �eld in the thunk, thus neatly restoring its value atthe moment the thunk was created. This is just what one would expect from theVar(thunk) rule of Figure 4.All of this is quite easily done; indeed, one of the beauties of the approach is thatthe runtime implementation is so straightforward. What takes a little more care isto make sure that every pass of our optimizing compiler respects cost attribution:that is, it must not move costs from one cost center to another. We return to thisquestion in Section 5.4.2 An Operational SemanticsThere is a large gap between the formal cost semantics of Figure 4 and the im-plementation just described, because the cost semantics is \big-step," specifyingthe �nal result on the right-hand side of a judgment, while the implementation isnecessarily \small-step," specifying intermediate steps in the computation.Sestoft [1997] bridges this gap in his derivation of an abstract machine fromLaunchbury's natural semantics. We present a version of Sestoft's small-step statetransition semantics, augmented with the manipulation of cost centers and a notionof cost attribution. This enables us to highlight a number of implementation-relateddesign decisions, which are applicable to a number of di�erent abstract machines(see Section 4.4).The state transition rules, which include the manipulation of cost centers, aregiven in Figure 5. The state consists of a 5-tuple (ccc;�; e; S; �) where ccc is thecurrent cost center; � is the annotated heap; e is the expression currently beingevaluated or the control ; S is the stack (initially empty); and � is the cost attributionof the evaluation to date.The state transition rules correspond directly to rules in the abstract cost se-mantics. There is one state transition rule which initiates the evaluation associatedwith each subproof of each semantic rule. In addition the Var(thunk) rule gives riseto a second state transition rule which updates the heap with the computed result.The correspondence between the abstract semantic rules and the state transitionrules is summarized in Table II.The key new component of the state transition rules is the stack. This is usedto record any information which is required once the evaluation of a subproof hascompleted. There are three places where this is necessary:|In the App rule the argument x is pushed onto the stack while the functionexpression e is evaluated (rule app1). When the �-abstraction is evaluated itretrieves this argument o� the stack and evaluates its body (rule app2).|In the Var(thunk) rule an update marker #x is pushed onto the stack while thethunk e is evaluated (rule var2). When evaluation is complete the result value z(a �-abstraction or constructor) encounters the update marker on the stack andupdates the heap (rule var3).ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.
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ccc Heap Control Stack � =) ccc Heap Control Stack � Rulecc � e x S � =) cc � e x :S �+fcc 7! Ag app1cc� � �y:e x :S � =) cc� � e[x=y] S � app2cc �[x ccz7! z] x S � =) S(ccccz) �[x ccz7! z] z S �+fcc 7! Vg var1cc �[x cce7! e] x S � =) cce � e #x :S �+fcc 7! Vg var2ccz � z #x :S � =) ccz �[x ccz7! z] z S �+fccz 7! Ug var3cc � let fxi=eig in e S � =) cc �[yi cc7! bei] be S �+fcc 7! n�Hg letcc � case e of alts S � =) cc � e (alts;cc) :S �+fcc 7! Cg case1ccC � Ck xak (alts;cc) :S � =) cc � ek[xi=yki] S � case2cc � scc ccscc e S � =) ccscc � e S �+fccscc 7! Eg sccIn the var1 rule S(ccccz) is as de�ned in Figure 4.In the var2 rule e 6� z.In the let rule the introduced variables, yi, must be distinct and fresh. The notation be means e[yi=xi].In the case rules alts stands for the list fCj yjaj -> ejg of alternatives.In the case2 rule ek is the right-hand side of the kth alternative.Fig. 5. State transition rules for lexical scoping.

ACMTransactionsonProgrammingLanguagesandSystems,Vol.19,No.1,January1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 17Table II. Correspondence between Abstract and State Transition SemanticsAbstract Rule State Transition Rule(s)Lam n.a.App app1, app2Var(whnf ) var1Var(thunk) var2, var3Let letCon n.a.Case case1, case2SCC scc|In the Case rule the alternatives alts are saved on the stack while the caseexpression e is evaluated (rule case1). When the evaluation of the constructor iscomplete the appropriate alternative is selected and evaluated (rule case2). Wealso save the current cost center on the stack with the alternative, since it has tobe restored when the alternative is evaluated.The next step is to prove that the small-step semantics of Figure 5 is correctwith respect to our earlier big-step cost semantics (Figure 4). This result is farfrom obvious. One merit of having a formal model of cost attribution is that itenables us to give both a programmer-oriented model and an execution-orientedmodel and to prove them equivalent.Theorem 4.2.1(cc;�init; e; [ ]; fg))� (cc0;�; z; [ ]; �) if and only if cc;�init : e +�� : z; cc0Proof. See Appendix C.The proof is an extension of the correctness proof of Sestoft's original small-stepstate transition semantics [Sestoft 1997].4.3 The Static Scope of Cost CentersOur intuition about our pro�ling semantics is that all runtime costs are attributedto the cost center which statically enclosed the expression being evaluated. We nowformalize this notion and prove that this is indeed the case, using the operationalsemantics.De�nition 4.3.1 We identify the static scope of a cost center using 'cc[e] whichlabels e with its statically enclosing cost center cc and labels all subexpressions ofe with their statically enclosing cost center.'cc[�x:e] = (�x:'cc[e])cc'cc[e x] = ('cc[e] x)cc'cc[x] = xcc'cc[let fxi = eig in e] = (let fxi = 'cc[ei]g in 'cc[e])cc'cc[C xa] = (C xa)cc'cc[case e of fCj xjaj -> ejg] = (case 'cc[e] of fCj xjaj -> 'cc[ej]g)cc'cc[scc ccscc e] = (scc ccscc 'ccscc[e])ccACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



18 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.For example, labeling the expressionlet f = scc "f" �x:(+) x ((*) x x) in f (f v)(once it has been desugared) with enclosing cost center e gives'e[let f = �x: scc "f" let a1 = (*) x x in (+) x a1in let a2 = f v in f a2 ]=)�(let f = (�x:(scc "f" (let a1 = (((*)f x)f x)f in (((+)f x)f a1 )f )f )e )ein (let a2 = (fe v)e in (fe two)e )e )eObserve that the scope of the scc annotation is labeled with the annotating costcenter f, not e, and that all nonatomic arguments are bound to labeled expres-sions. The arguments themselves, which must be atomic, are not labeled (but seeSection 8.2).De�nition 4.3.2 For any labeled expression el, lab(el) = l. Observe thatlab('cc[e]) � cc, since 'cc[e] always labels e with cc (see De�nition 4.3.1).De�nition 4.3.3 For any labeled expression el, U [el] recursively removes all thelabels, i.e., U ['cc[e]] � e.De�nition 4.3.4 A reduction sequence over labeled expressions(cc;�; e; S; �))�lab (cc0;�0; e0; S0; �0)is a reduction sequence where all control and heap-bound expressions have beenlabeled with their statically enclosing cost center. In the initial state(ccinit;�labinit; elabinit; [ ]; fg)elabinit � 'ccinit[einit] and the top-level subsumed functions, bound in �labinit, arelabeled with the "SUB" cost center.5 When a subsumed function is entered, amodi�ed var1 rule relabels the duplicated right-hand side with its subsuming costcenter.(cc;�[x ccz7! z]; xl; S; �) )var1lab (S(ccccz);�[x ccz7! z]; labsub(ccz; cc; z); S; �+fcc 7!Vg)where labsub("SUB"; cc; (�y:e)l) = 'cc[U [(�y:e)l]]labsub(ccz ; cc; z ) = zSince the control is a labeled expression, all dynamic heap bindings are createdwith labeled right-hand sides.We are now ready to state the main result, namely that an expression is alwaysevaluated in the context of its statically enclosing cost center.Theorem 4.3.5(ccinit;�labinit; elabinit; [ ]; fg))�lab (cc;�; e; S; �) ) cc � lab(e) and cc 6� "SUB"5We address the labeling of constant applicative forms in �labinit in Appendix D.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 19The theorem says that when an expression e is about to be evaluated the currentcost center cc will always be the one that statically encloses e, namely lab(e).Since the state transition rules only attribute costs to the current cost center (seeFigure 5), it follows that costs are always attributed to the statically enclosing costcenter.The theorem also establishes the fact that no expression is ever evaluated in thecontext of the "SUB" cost center, i.e., all costs arising from subsumed top-levelfunctions are actually subsumed (an invariant mentioned in Section 3.4).Proof. See Appendix D.Though it would be possible to express and prove Theorem 4.3.5 in the abstractsemantics, it is more convenient to do this in the operational semantics, since thisnaturally captures the idea that the property holds for every intermediate state inthe computation.4.4 Implementing the Operational SemanticsThe state transition semantics are easily mapped onto a number of di�erent ab-stract machines, including the G-machine [Augustsson and Johnsson 1989], theSTG-machine [Peyton Jones 1992], and the TIM [Fairbairn and Wray 1987], sincethese abstract machines are all based on the same form of push-enter stack-basedmodel of execution which captures the behavior of our abstract state transition se-mantics. (The particular abstract machines di�er in their organization of lower-leveldetails such as the representation of environments and the update mechanisms em-ployed.) We make no attempt to prove this step correct. However, since the statetransition semantics of Figure 5 is small-step, we have much greater con�dencethat our implementation is faithful to the original semantics than if we had triedto implement the latter directly.A avor of the low-level execution details for our implementation, which is basedon the STG-machine, was given in Section 4.1. A key operational property of thestate transition semantics (Figure 5) is that costs are only attributed to the currentcost center. This property justi�es the implementation sketched in Section 4.1, inwhich the consumption of time and space is simply attributed to the current costcenter.5. TRANSFORMATIONIn general, there is a tension between compiler optimizations and accurate pro�l-ing. On the one hand, optimizations tend to \mix together" originally separateparts of the program, making it harder for the programmer to interpret pro�lingmeasurements; but on the other hand, it is futile to pro�le only unoptimized code,since its behavior may be quite di�erent to the fully optimized program.To permit meaningful pro�ling, the optimizer must maintain some invariant con-cerning execution costs. What invariant should that be? Clearly it should not berequired to maintain the cost of evaluating an expression, because the whole pointof optimization is to reduce these costs! Fortunately, a weaker invariant su�ces,namely that the optimizer should preserve the attribution of cost. To be moreprecise we can say thatNo transformation should transfer cost from one cost center to another.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



20 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.A transformation is, of course, free to reduce the cost attributed to any cost center.Only those transformations which transfer costs from one cost center to anothermust be avoided.With this goal in mind we now show that(1) Local transformations within the static scope of a cost center do not move costfrom one cost center to another (Section 5.1).(2) The inlining of top-level functions does not move cost from one cost center toanother (Section 5.2).It follows immediately that the optimization of a large program is largely una�ectedby a modest number of scc annotations. Transformations are only hindered at sccboundaries, and the most important nonlocal transformation, inlining, is una�ected.Some programs may have many scc annotations, however. We therefore alsoaddress the issue of performing transformations at the scc boundaries introducedby the programmer (Section 5.3), developing some additional scc transformationswhich preserve the attribution of costs and enable subsequent transformations toproceed. In practice, to ensure that the code we pro�le is as close as possible tothe fully optimized code, we do perform certain scc transformations that transfera small �xed cost between cost centers.Our approach has a shortcoming that is occasionally important, concerning res-idency. The cost semantics carefully accounts for allocation, but it gives no infor-mation whatsoever about residency (that is, the amount of live data). We havefound one program whose residency is substantially a�ected by the mere act of pro-�ling. Some transformation that happens to improve residency is being preventedby the pro�ler, a very unfortunate \Heisenberg e�ect." Controlling residency isnotoriously di�cult, and we leave this as further work [R�ojemo 1995].5.1 Local TransformationsThe Glasgow Haskell compiler makes use of many simple local transformations tooptimize the code [Santos 1995]. Some examples are given in Figure 6.In Section 4.3 we proved that an expression is always evaluated in the context ofits statically enclosing cost center (Theorem 4.3.5). Thus, any local transformationwhose e�ect is entirely within the scope of a cost center can proceed unhindered,since the transformation does not move cost from one cost center to another.For example, consider an application of the �-of-let transformation within thestatic scope of some cost center cc.�y:let x = ex in e ==�-of-let=) let x = ex in �y:e y 62 FV (ex)Labeling the left-hand-side and right-hand-side expressions with cc we observe thatall the subexpressions (the �, the let, ex, and e) are labeled with cc before andafter the transformation, i.e., the transformation does not modify the labeling.lhs: (�y:(let x = 'cc[ex] in 'cc[e])cc )ccrhs: (let x = 'cc[ex] in (�y:'cc[e])cc )ccSince we know that the costs of evaluating these subexpressions are attributedto the labeling cost center (Theorem 4.3.5), which has not changed, we concludethat the transformation does not move costs form one cost center to another. TheACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 21app-of-� (�) (�y:e) x =) e[x=y]app-of-let (let x = ex in e) y =) let x = ex in e yapp-of-case (case e of falti -> eig) y =) case e of falti -> ei yg�-of-let �y:let x = ex in e y 62 FV (ex)=) let x = ex in �y:elet-to-case6 let x = ex in e e strict in x, x 62 FV (ex)=) case ex of x -> ecase-of-known case Ck xak of fCj yaj -> ejg =) ek[xi=yki]case-of-case7 case (case e of falt1 -> e1g) of falt2 -> e2g=) case e of falt1 -> case e1 of falt2 -> e2ggFig. 6. Some example local transformations.transformation does, however, a�ect the costs attributed, since the let is no longerevaluated on every application of the �-abstraction.When transforming expressions in a subsumed scope (labeled with the "SUB" costcenter) we do not know the actual cost center to which these costs will be attributedat runtime. However we do know that the entire function body will be subsumed(and relabeled) with a particular subsuming cost center, whenever the function isapplied (see Section 4.3). Since all the "SUB" labels will be relabeled with thesubsuming cost center, ensuring that the compile-time attribution of cost to the"SUB" cost center is preserved (by preserving the "SUB" labeling) will preserve theattribution of cost to subsuming cost center at runtime.5.2 Inlining Top-Level FunctionsA very important global transformation is the inlining of function de�nitions toavoid the overheads of the function call and to enable further optimization. Forexample we have f = �y:e ==inline f=) f = �y:eg = : : : f : : : g = : : : (�y:e) : : :If we are to apply this transformation when pro�ling we must show that thistransformation preserves the attribution of costs. Consider the evaluation of theoccurrence of f in the body of g. This will occur in the context of some cost center,say cc, and some heap which contains a subsumed top-level binding for the functionf , say �[f "SUB"7! �y:e].cc;�[f "SUB"7! �y:e] : f +fcc7!Vg� : �y:e; ccSince the top-level function is subsumed, the result is precisely the result obtained6The let-to-case transformation uses a default case binding which is not part of the languagegiven in Figure 3. It is quite straightforward to extend the language, semantics, and results withthis construct.7A more general case-of-case transformation is used when there are multiple alternatives in eachcase (see Santos [1995]).ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



22 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.when the inlining is evaluated in the context of the same cost center and heap.cc;�[f "SUB"7! �y:e] : �y:e +fg� : �y:e; ccThe only e�ect of performing the inlining transformation is to eliminate the costV. The rest of the cost attribution is una�ected by the transformation.5.3 Transformations at scc BoundariesThe fact that the cost center boundaries are identi�ed by an explicit languageconstruct provides a natural barrier to any \bad" transformations. For example,in the expression �y:scc cc let x = ex in ethe �-of-let transformation is not applicable because the intervening scc inhibitsthe pattern match. This is a good thing, since it forces us to be explicit aboutwhat transformations occur at scc boundaries. The default behavior is that notransformations occur across these boundaries.As well as inhibiting these \bad" transformations the scc construct also providesus with a language that can be used to express additional scc transformations thatpreserve the attribution of costs and enable subsequent transformations to proceed.We present some of the more important scc transformations below.5.3.1 scc-of-let. We can safely oat a let binding outside an scc annotation,provided that we annotate the subexpression which is moved into the scope of adi�erent cost center with its original cost center.scc cc let x = ex in e ==scc-of-let=) let x = sccsub cc ex in scc cc eThe sccsub annotation is identical to an scc annotation, except that it does notincrement the cost center's entry count, i.e., no fccscc 7!Eg is attributed.ccscc;� : e +�� : z; cczcc;� : sccsub ccscc e +�� : z; ccz SCC (sub)The entry count is only incremented when the original scc is evaluated.Though this transformation may not seem particularly signi�cant on its own,it may enable other important transformations, such as oating the let past anenclosing �-abstraction, to proceed unhindered.�y:scc cc let x = ex in e==scc-of-let=)�y:let x = sccsub cc ex in scc cc e==�-of-let=) y 62 FV (ex)let x = sccsub cc ex in �y:scc cc eThe formal cost semantics provide us with a framework in which the e�ect ofthese alternative transformations | with respect to the attribution of costs |can be examined. For example, consider the proof trees for the left-hand-side andright-hand-side expressions of the scc-of-let transformation in the context of someACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 23enclosing cost center ecc and some heap �.lhs: cc;�[x0 cc7! bex] : be +�e� : z; cczcc;� : let x = ex in e +fcc7!Hg+�e� : z; cczecc;� : scc cc let x = ex in e +fcc7!Eg+fcc7!Hg+�e� : z; cczrhs: cc;�[x0 ecc7! sccsub cc bex] : be +�0e�0 : z; cczecc;�[x0 ecc7! sccsub cc bex] : scc cc be +fcc7!Eg+�0e�0 : z; cczecc;� : let x = sccsub cc ex in scc cc e +fecc7!Hg+fcc7!Eg+�0e�0 : z; cczThere are two distinct implications of this transformation:|The cost of allocating the closure is moved from cc to the enclosing cost centerecc.|The heap closure for x is annotated with ecc instead of cc. However this does nota�ect subsequent evaluation, since the sccsub annotation will update the currentcost center with cc if x is ever entered.If we were completely rigorous about not moving costs this transformation wouldnot be acceptable, since the cost of the allocation has been moved. However, tobe \faithful" to the fully optimized execution, we allow this transformation sothat further transformations, such as the �-of-let transformation above, are notprevented.To minimize the impact of the transformation we introduce an auxiliary Let rulewhich is used when the heap binding is annotated with an sccsub. It annotates theheap binding directly with the sccsub cost center when it is allocated, eliminatingthe sccsub annotation in the heap binding.ecc;�[x0 cc7! bex] : be +�e� : z; cczecc;� : let x = sccsub cc ex in e +fecc7!Hg+�e� : z; ccz Let(sccsub)Using this rule the only e�ect of the scc-of-let transformation is to attribute thetime to allocate the closure for x to the enclosing cost center, since its space is nowattributed to cc.5.3.2 app-of-scc. This transformation moves an application inside an scc anno-tation. (scc cc e) x ==app-of-scc=) scc cc e xThough this transformation moves the attribution of the small, �xed cost of theapplication, A, inside the scc, the cost of evaluating the body of the function beingapplied is still attributed to the cost center enclosing its declaration. We allow thistransformation, in spite of the (small) change to the cost attribution, as the followon e�ects of moving arguments inward can be quite signi�cant. In particular, itmay enable �-reduction or eliminate a partial application.5.3.3 let-of-scc. This transformation compliments the scc-of-let transformation.It enables let bindings to be oated inside an scc annotation, provided the enclos-ing cost center (denoted ecc) is known at compile time.let x = ex in scc cc e ==let-of-scc=) scc cc let x = sccsub ecc ex in eACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



24 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.Unfortunately, if the enclosing cost center is not known at compile time this trans-formation cannot be performed.The let-of-scc transformation facilities the inlining of local de�nitions inside anscc annotation. For example we havelet f = �y:e in scc cc f x==let-of-scc=)scc cc let f = sccsub ecc �y:e in f x==inline f=)scc cc (sccsub ecc �y:e) x==app-of-scc=)scc cc sccsub ecc (�y:e) x==�=)scc cc sccsub ecc e[x=y]Note that, even though the scc cc annotation now appears trivial (all the costsare attributed to ecc), it cannot be eliminated, since it is still responsible for incre-menting cc's entry count.5.3.4 Eliminating sccsub Annotations. Multiple applications of the oatingtransformations above can introduce redundant sccsub annotations. For exam-ple, oating a let binding out of two scc annotations will result in nested sccsubannotations.scc cc1 scc cc2 let x = ex in e==scc-of-let=)scc cc1 let x = sccsub cc2 ex in scc cc2 e==scc-of-let=)let x = sccsub cc1 sccsub cc2 ex in scc cc1 scc cc2 eThe redundant annotation, sccsub cc1, is subsequently eliminated by applying thesccsub-of-sccsub transformation.sccsub cc1 sccsub cc2 e ==sccsub-of-sccsub=) sccsub cc2 eIt is also possible to eliminate an sccsub annotation which is moved back into thescope of its cost center using the sccsub-of-ecc transformation.sccsub cc e ==sccsub-of-ecc=) e (cc � ecc)6. OVERHEADSAn important aspect of any pro�ler is the overhead it imposes | large overheadsreduce the feasibility of pro�ling large applications, especially if they are interactive.The overheads of our pro�ler can be broken down into a number of distinctcomponents:(1) The execution overhead of manipulating the current cost center, attaching costcenters to closures, saving cost centers on the stack, etc. These costs are inde-pendent of the scc annotations in the program.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 25(2) The overheads introduced by the particular scc annotations in the program.This includes the cost of executing the scc annotations, as well as an indirecte�ect arising from optimizations which were inhibited by the scc annotations(see Section 5).(3) The servicing of timer interrupts.(4) The additional garbage collection costs arising form the extra cost center wordstored in each closure and a heap-pro�ling test whenever a closure is collected.(5) The additional overheads associated with heap pro�ling. This involves takinga complete census of the heap at regular intervals.We measured these overheads of the modi�ed pro�ler of Section 7.2 on a sampleof \real" programs from our nofib test suite [Partain 1993]. By \real" we meanthat each is an application program written by someone other than ourselves tosolve a particular problem. None was designed as a benchmark, and they range insize from a few hundred to a few thousand lines of Haskell.Table III presents the basic execution overheads of our pro�ler. The �rst columngives the absolute number of SPARC instructions executed by each program, com-piled with ghc-0.26 -O, i.e., without pro�ling but with optimization. In examiningthe basic execution overhead we are interested in determining the overheads of thecode actually generated by the compiler | we exclude all instructions executed bythe runtime system. The SPARC instruction counts were collected with SpixTools.\-prof no sccs" reports the execution overhead when pro�ling with no sccannotations in the program. This corresponds to (1) above. The overhead rangesfrom 36% to 51% , with geometric mean 44%.\-prof -auto-all" reports the execution overhead when pro�ling with everytop-level de�nition annotated with an scc. This corresponds to (1+2) with a worstcase for (2). It ranges from 39% to 75%, with mean 54%. \Total scc count" givesthe total number of scc annotations evaluated during the run of the program.We also measured what component of this scc overhead was due to the e�ect ofthe scc annotations on the optimization of the program (\Reduced Optimization").This was done by comparing unpro�led execution with the execution of a programthat was compiled and optimized with the scc annotations but then had unpro�ledcode generated. It is rather encouraging that the optimization e�ect is quite small| ranging from 0% to 6%.Table IV presents the total space and time overheads (1-4) for pro�ling with-auto-all as seen by the user | i.e., including all runtime system costs.\Size" gives the binary size of the executable image. The executable for pro�ledexecution is typically about 60% larger. This is made up of the additional pro�lingcode (both generated and runtime system), static data structures for each costcenter, and static \description" strings used by the heap pro�ler.\Resid" (residency) gives the average amount of live data during execution. Theresidency numbers were gathered by sampling the amount of live data at frequentintervals, using the garbage collector. The residency overhead of the pro�ler isabout 33% which corresponds to adding a cost center word to an average closuresize of three words. (This extra word is discounted when reporting heap pro�lingand collecting allocation costs.)\Time" reports the total execution time, including the cost of garbage collectionACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



26 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.Table III. Basic Execution Overheads of Cost Center Pro�lingUnpro�led -prof -profnofib Program Non RTS no sccs -auto-all Total scc ReducedInstrs (K) Overhead Overhead count (K) Optimizationreal/HMMS 1; 879; 669 42% 48% 9; 185 �0%real/anna 226; 853 46% 59% 1; 584 1%real/bspt 19; 172 49% 62% 36 3%real/compress 817; 767 46% 55% 6; 918 0%real/fulsom 852; 191 43% 52% 4; 608 0%real/gamteb 205; 772 36% 39% 80 2%real/gg 25; 583 41% 52% 34 6%real/hidden 1; 843; 920 51% 75% 12; 143 6%real/hpg 125; 486 41% 49% 90 4%real/infer 134; 523 46% 48% 118 1%real/parser 79; 974 44% 68% 611 4%real/pic 18; 289 39% 44% 2 3%real/reptile 20; 540 48% 49% 8 2%Geometric Mean 44% 54% 2%Table IV. Total Space and Time Overheads of -auto-all Pro�lingUnpro�led -prof -auto-all -Onotnofib Program Size Resid Time Time Pro�ling -pC -hC -pC(KB) (KB) (User) Size Resid Time Time Timereal/HMMS 762 1; 157 391:2s 61% 36% 46% +167% 332%real/anna 1; 176 326 35:2s 90% 38% 76% +66% 134%real/bspt 664 313 3:4s 49% 19% 69% +19% 138%real/compress 264 157 136:6s 36% 30% 44% +20% 88%real/fulsom 624 1; 155 177:3s 70% 27% 73% +116% 149%real/gamteb 448 299 68:7s 54% 34% 27% +14% 107%real/gg 592 344 5:0s 66% 29% 56% +41% 99%real/hidden 544 206 276:7s 56% 32% 85% +23% 505%real/hpg 584 494 36:2s 63% 37% 58% +44% 132%real/infer 360 925 20:7s 62% 32% 59% +122% 104%real/parser 545 497 13:2s 64% 34% 92% +53% 188%real/pic 408 246 3:8s 49% 25% 47% +20% 202%real/reptile 432 452 3:4s 74% 34% 55% +37% 109%Geometric Mean 569 505 90:1s 61% 31% 61% +57% 176%Table V. Comparison of Execution Pro�ling OverheadsPro�ler Language Overheadgcc -p (prof) C 10%gcc -pg (gprof) C 20%SML/NJ SML 32%ghc -prof -auto-all Haskell 61%ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 27and other runtime system routines,8 on a Sun 4/60 with 28MB of memory (averagedover four runs). The mean overhead of 61% includes a 1-2% overhead incurredservicing timer interrupts.Though the 61% total overhead is quite large, we believe that it is acceptable.There is a substantial bene�t in performance, as well as faithfulness, from pro�lingoptimized code. If we were instead to pro�le unoptimized code the mean overhead(when compared to normal optimized execution) rises to 176% (see the \-Onot"column in Table IV). Table V compares these overheads with the overheads of otherexecution pro�lers | it is not surprising that our overheads are signi�cantly higher,since pro�ling in the presence of lazy evaluation requires additional bookkeeping.Finally, the \-hC" column in Table IV gives the additional time overhead ofheap pro�ling (5) when one heap census is taken every second. The heap-pro�lingoverhead is directly related to the average residency, since the entire live heap mustbe traversed during each census. For a program with a typical residency of 500KBthe additional heap-pro�ling overhead is about +55%. The heap-pro�ling overheadis easily controlled by specifying the interval between heap censuses.7. CONSTANT APPLICATIVE FORMSIt would be nice to report that the pro�ler always does the \Right Thing" | thatis, \what the programmer expected" | but our experience is otherwise: we foundone important case when it does not. This experience has led us to complicate thepro�ler to make it appear simpler and more intuitive to the programmer.Consider the top-level de�nition: x :: Intx = nfib 20 This sort of top-level de�nition, which has no arguments, iscalled a constant applicative form or CAF . When its value is �rst demanded, itsright-hand side is evaluated, and the CAF is updated with the resulting value.Subsequent demands for its value incur no cost. Where, though, should the costof the �rst evaluation be attributed? Since evaluation of x will be initiated bythe Var(thunk) rule, nfib 20 is evaluated in the context of the cost center (cce)attached to its heap binding. Since x is a top-level binding this must be speci�edin the initial heap, �init (see Section 3.3).We arrange for the cost of evaluating x to be attributed to a special "CAF" costcenter by attaching it to the CAF binding in �init.9�init = f x cc7! e : x = e 2 prog and cc = initcc(e) ginitcc(e) = "SUB" if e � �y:e0= "CAF" otherwise8Note that, the non-gc runtime system costs do not incur any pro�ling overhead. If these �xedcosts make up a signi�cant proportion of execution the total time overhead reported may be lessthan the basic execution overhead reported in Table III (cf. gamteb). Though the pro�ler doesattribute the costs of executing these routines to the cost center responsible for calling them, therelative costs are slightly undervalued because they do not incur any overhead.9It does not make sense to attach the "SUB" cost center to CAF bindings, since we do not intend forthe cost of evaluating a CAF to be subsumed. If we did arrange for the one-o� cost of evaluatinga CAF to be subsumed by the �rst cost center to demand its value (modifying the Var(thunk)rule) the cost attribution would not be independent of the evaluation order, and Theorem 3.5.1would not hold.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



28 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.In practice we often attach a speci�c cost center to each CAF, for example, "CAF:x",so that the programmer can identify the costs associated with each CAF.7.1 Unexpected "CAF" Cost AttributionUnfortunately this treatment of CAFs gives some unexpected results. Consider thefollowing two de�nitions: and1,and2 :: [Bool] -> Booland1 xs = foldr (&&) True xsand2 = foldr (&&) True Any \red-blooded" functional programmerwould expect these two de�nitions to be entirely equivalent: after all, the onlydi�erence is an �-reduction. However, they are given di�erent cost centers in theinitial environment, �init, since and1 is a top-level function while and2 is a CAF:�init = f and1 "SUB"7! �xs: foldr (&&) True xs;and2 "CAF"7! foldr (&&) True; : : : gThis results in the costs of applying and1 being subsumed by its call sites, whilethe costs of applying and2 are attributed to the cost center "CAF". A major changein cost attribution has resulted from an innocuous change in the program.The following declaration highlights the problem: y :: Int -> Inty = if <expensive> then (\a->e1) else (\a->e2) There are two sorts ofcost associated with y: the one-o� costs of deciding which of the two �-abstractionsis to be y's value, and the repeated costs of applying that �-abstraction. The costsemantics of Figure 4 attribute both these costs to the "CAF" cost center, whereasthe programmer would probably expect the costs of applying y to be subsumedby its call site. However, the one-o� cost of deciding which �-abstraction is to beapplied should still be attributed to the "CAF" cost center.Attributing the cost of applying a �-abstraction declared within the scope of aCAF to the "CAF" cost center turns out to be a real problem in practice. There area number of common situations where this causes unexpected results:|Our implementation of overloading in Haskell uses dictionaries, which are tuplesof method functions. All the costs of executing these methods are attributedto the "CAF" cost center enclosing the dictionary de�nition. (The details are inAppendix E.)|An important transformation is the oating of constant expressions outside a�-abstraction. This may turn a subsumed function into a CAF. For example wecould havef = �y.let z = exp in g z y==�-of-let=) y 62 FV (exp)f = let z = exp in �y.g z yNow the costs of applying f are attributed to the "CAF" cost center.|Combinator-style programming results in a lot of CAFs which evaluate to �-abstractions. An example taken from Hutton [1992] isparse :: [Char] -> Scriptparse = fst.hd.prog.strip.fst.hd.lexer.prelexACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 29Though parse has a function type, the costs of applying the parse combinator areattributed to the "CAF" cost center (unless subsequent transformation �-expandsthe de�nition of parse).In general, the sensitivity of the pro�ling results to the presence or absence of CAFsis very undesirable.7.2 A Modi�ed Cost SemanticsHow, then, can we modify the formal cost semantics to deal with the unexpectedattribution of costs to CAFs? Our solution is to extend the notion of subsumedcost to �-abstractions with the "CAF" cost center. The one-o� costs of evaluating aCAF are attributed to the "CAF" cost center, but the repeated costs of evaluatingthe body of a �-abstraction which is attributed to a CAF are subsumed. Note thatany �-abstractions declared in the body of a function which is subsumed by a CAFwill be attributed to the CAF and hence subsequently subsumed. This includespartial applications of top-level functions.The modi�ed cost semantics are given in Figure 7. In the Var(whnf ) rule thesubsuming predicate S is extended to return the current cost center for any �-abstraction with a "SUB" or "CAF" cost center. Previously we only returned thecurrent cost center if the closure had a "SUB" cost center (compare Figure 4).10The Var(thunk) rule must also be modi�ed to deal with an as yet unevaluatedCAF closure. Since the one-o� costs of evaluating a CAF should still be attributedto the "CAF" cost center we always evaluate the bound expression e in the contextof the cost center cce. However, if the result of that evaluation z is a �-abstractionwith the cost center "CAF" we return the enclosing cost center cc instead. Theclosure is still updated with the result cost center ccz so that subsequent referencesto the closure will be appropriately subsumed by the Var(whnf ) rule. In this waythe costs of repeatedly evaluating the body of a �-abstraction, declared within thescope of a CAF, are subsumed by the application sites.The corresponding modi�cations to the state transition rules are also given inFigure 7. Apart from the use of the extended predicate, S(ccccz z), the main di�erenceis that when evaluation of a thunk is begun, the demanding cost center cc is savedon the stack along with the update marker #x (rule var2). When evaluation of thethunk is complete, the demanding cost center is restored if the result has the costcenter "CAF" (rule var3). This mechanism for saving and restoring the current costcenter is very similar to that used in the case rules in Figure 5, which save thecurrent cost center before evaluating the scrutinee and restore it afterward.7.2.1 Implications. A subtle implication of these modi�cations is that a runtimetest is now required in the var1 and var3 rules to determine S(ccccz z).In our implementation the var1 rule is implemented by entering | that is, jump-ing to the code pointer of | the closure for x, relying on the code inside the closureto load the current cost center ccc as appropriate. There are two distinct cases:Entering a �-Abstraction. In the original semantics (Figure 5) the cost center tobe loaded by a function closure could be statically determined: top-level (subsumed)10In the original semantics z was not needed as an argument to the predicate S, as the "SUB" costcenter was only ever attached to top-level �-abstractions.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.
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cc;�[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc7!Vg�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(ccccz z) Var(whnf )cce;� : e +�� : z; cczcc;�[x cce7! e] : x +fcc7!Vg+�+fccz 7!Ug�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(ccccz z) e 6� z Var(thunk)where S�cc"SUB" �y:e� = ccS�cc"CAF" �y:e� = ccS(ccccz z) = cczccc Heap Control Stack � =) ccc Heap Control Stack � Rulecc �[x ccz7! z] x S � =) S(ccccz z) �[x ccz7! z] z S �+fcc 7! Vg var1cc �[x cce7! e] x S � =) cce � e �#xcc� :S �+fcc 7! Vg var2ccz � z �#xcc� :S � =) S(ccccz z) �[x ccz7! z] z S �+fccz 7! Ug var3In the var1 and var3 rules S(ccccz z) is as de�ned above.In the var2 rule e 6� z.Fig. 7. Modi�ed cost semantics and state transition rules.
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Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 31functions leave ccc unchanged, while all local (nontop-level) functions load ccc withthe cost center stored in the closure. With the modi�ed var1 rule, however, localfunctions now need to test the cost center attached to the closure, loading it intoccc only if it is not a "CAF" cost center. As an optimization, if an scc enclosesa local function de�nition then the cost center attached to its closure is staticallyknown, so the dynamic test is not needed.Entering a Constructor. The code on entering a constructor unconditionallyloads ccc with ccz from the closure | see the de�nition of S(ccccz z) in Figure 7.There are also two distinct cases for the var3 rule:Updating with a �-Abstraction. The code must test the current cost center ccc,overwriting it with the cost center saved with the update marker, only if ccc is a"CAF" cost center. Since a single piece of code performs all �-abstraction updatesa dynamic test is always performed.Updating with a Constructor. No test is required, since ccc is never modi�ed.Note that the runtime test only determines the choice of cost center at particularpoints in the computation | it has no e�ect on the value of the computation orthe termination properties.7.3 DiscussionIs the cure worse than the disease? We believe not: before we made this change wereceived many messages from confused users asking why a large fraction of theirprogram's execution costs were attributed to "CAF". Having made these modi�ca-tions all the unexpected results produced by the pro�ler were found to be caused byunexpected properties of the program being pro�led and not of the pro�ler itself.8. VARIATIONS ON THE THEMEIn this section we discuss three possible variants of our basic design.8.1 Evaluation ScopingConsider the expressionlet f = scc "fun" (\x y -> x*y+1)in scc "app" f 23 16To which cost center should the cost of computing (23*16+1) be attributed? Thereare two alternatives:Static Scoping. Attribute the cost to "fun", the cost center which statically en-closes (or subsumes) the �xy-abstraction. (This is the choice we made in Sec-tion 3.1.)Evaluation Scoping. Attribute the cost to "app", the cost center active when thefunction f is applied.In e�ect, static scoping attributes the cost of executing a function body to the costcenter which encloses the declaration site, while evaluation scoping attributes thecost of executing the function body to the cost center of the function's applicationsite. It turns out that the di�erence between static and evaluation scoping has aACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



32 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.precise and elegant manifestation in the semantics of Figure 4: to use evaluationscoping it su�ces to change cc� to cc in the second assumption of the App rule.The practical implications of this distinction are not immediately obvious. Con-sider the expression:let f = scc "fun" expin (scc "app1" f a) + (scc "app2" f b)Static scoping attributes the total cost associated with the declaration of f to thecost center "fun". This includes both the cost of evaluating exp to a �-abstractionand the cost of applying f. (The cost centers "app1" and "app2" are only attributedwith the small cost of invoking the application.) In contrast, evaluation scopingprovides a �ner breakdown of costs, attributing the cost of evaluating exp to "fun"and the costs of applying f to the respective application sites "app1" and "app2".We initially implemented both pro�ling schemes and compared them in prac-tice. Our experience is that static scoping usually measures \what the programmerexpected," while evaluation scoping often does not. The main reason is that eval-uation scoping is very sensitive to whether an scc construct is placed around thecomplete application of a function or not; for example, the costs attributed to "f"in (scc "f" f) x are very di�erent to those attributed to "f" in (scc "f" f x).Although this allows evaluation scoping to express distinctions which are inacces-sible in static scoping, in practice such distinctions are more of a hindrance thana help. It also turns out that maintaining these extra distinctions imposes ratheronerous additional restrictions on program transformation. As a result we aban-doned evaluation scoping altogether.8.2 Higher-Order Functions and Lexical Pro�lingThe cost semantics of Figure 4 attribute the costs of applying a subsumed functionto the cost center enclosing its application site. However, for a subsumed functionwhich is passed as a higher-order function argument the cost center enclosing theeventual application site may bear no relation to the cost center which enclosed theactual reference to the function in the source. For example, inf x = expensive 2 xh i = scc "h" (i 3)g = scc "g" h ff is referred to in the scope of "g" but is applied in the scope of "h" after beingsubstituted for i. The cost of evaluating the body of f accrues to "h". A di�erentbehavior occurs if a local function or a partial application is passed to h. Forexample, inf' w x = expensive w xh i = scc "h" (i 3)g' = scc "g'" h (f' 2)a local closure is allocated for the partial application f' 2 which records the en-closing cost center "g'". When this closure is entered in the body of h the costcenter "g'" is loaded, and then f' is entered. The cost of evaluating the body of f'accrues to "g'". The problem with the �rst example is that the argument f doesACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 33not carry any information which identi�es the cost center of the scope in which itwas referenced.This problem is addressed by Clack et al. [1995]. They introduce the notion oflexical pro�ling , which speci�es that the costs of a subsumed function be subsumedby the scope which made the original reference to the function. To keep track ofthe scope of the original reference to an actual parameter their implementationattaches pro�ling information to every �eld of every graph node in the graph, aswell as the graph node itself.It would be quite possible to extend our cost semantics to keep track of the costcenter enclosing the original reference to an actual parameter when it is substitutedfor its formal parameter.11 However, we have not developed this approach, since thecorresponding modi�cations to closure layout and argument-passing conventions ina compiled, registerised implementation are substantial.An alternative approach is suggested by the observation that most of the ad-ditional cost center information is redundant | the actual parameter is normallybound to a closure which has its original cost center attached. The only situationwhere this is not the case is when a top-level subsumed function is passed as an ar-gument, since no closure is allocated. This can be remedied by allocating a dummyclosure which records the original cost center, i.e.,Whenever a top-level function is passed as an argument, introducea local let binding for that argument:e f =) let f 0 = f in e f 0 (f is a top-level function)This boxing transformation is identical to the process of let binding nonatomicarguments when translating into the core language (Section 3.2).The transformation ensures that the costs of evaluating top-level functions areattributed to the cost center enclosing the scope which made the original referenceto the function, rather than the cost center enclosing the scope in which the functionis eventually applied. In the example above, we would replace the application (h f)with the expression (let f' = f in h f'). The top-level function f is now passedin a locally allocated closure f' which is annotated with "g" | the cost center ofthe scope in which it was referenced. When f' is entered in h the cost center "g"is loaded, and then f is entered, as before. However, now the costs of evaluatingthe body of f accrue to "g".Note that these dummy let bindings appear to be simple renamings, which thecompiler normally inlines freely. Care must be taken to ensure that they are treatedas real let bindings which are only oated into the scope of another cost centeror inlined in the scope of another cost center if they can be annotated with theiroriginal cost center (see Section 5.3). Finally, observe that this transformation is11If the cost semantics (Figure 4) were extended to maintain the cost center of the original referenceto an actual parameter Theorem 4.3.5 could be proved for a notion of lexical scope, de�ned byextending (1) the static scope labeling (De�nition 4.3.1) to label all variables with their enclosingcost center and (2) a relabeling of subsumed functions (De�nition 4.3.4) which labeled them withthe cost center of their original reference. The correctness of the original semantics + boxingtransformation could then be established by proving it equivalent to the extended semantics.This is left to future work.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



34 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.not always necessary: if it can be determined at compile time that f is alwaysapplied in the same scope as its original reference then the transformation can beomitted.There is a design choice to be made here. Adopting a notion of lexical scopingprovides more consistent pro�ling results, but at the cost of additional overhead |both execution and implementation e�ort. In our experience, subsuming costs totheir application site has not caused any problems in practice. Consequently, ourcurrent implementation does not perform this transformation.8.3 Inheritance Pro�lingMany pro�lers o�er some way to aggregate the costs of executing a function withthose of its caller. There are two distinct approaches:(1) Subsumption: the costs of executing an unpro�led function are attributed toits caller [Appel et al. 1988; Clack et al. 1995].(2) Inheritance: the costs of executing a pro�led function are attributed to thefunction and to the stack of functions responsible for the call [Graham et al.1983; Morgan and Jarvis 1995].Our pro�ler supports subsumption, but not inheritance | it produces a at pro-�le, with costs only attributed to the immediately enclosing cost center. However,it is possible to extend the pro�ler with a mechanism for inheriting these costs tothe stack of enclosing cost centers.One possibility would be to use gprof-style statistical inheritance [Graham et al.1983]. By attributing costs to a cost center pair, consisting of the two immediatelyenclosing cost centers, a postprocessor can inherit the costs up the enclosing-cost-center graph. Unfortunately, the accuracy of this scheme relies on the assumptionthat the average cost of evaluating the scc expression is independent of the enclosingcost center. If this is not the case an incorrect proportion of the costs are attributedto the di�erent enclosing cost centers. This is particularly problematic in a nonstrictlanguage where the amount of evaluation is dependent on the arguments passed andthe demand placed on the result by the enclosing context.An alternative approach has been taken by Morgan and Jarvis [1995] who havedeveloped an extension to our implementation which accurately attributes costs tothe set of enclosing cost centers during execution.12 As well as maintaining thecurrent cost center set, each closure must record the cost center set which wasresponsible for creating it. Much work has gone into minimizing the overheads ofmanipulating the cost center sets. The details can be found in Morgan and Jarvis[1995].In terms of the formal framework presented here, it is quite straightforward to ex-tend the semantics to maintain a current cost center set and attribute costs to costcenter sets. The main implication for the compilation process as a whole is that theset of enclosing cost centers must now be maintained by any compiler transforma-tions. This can be captured by labeling every expression with the set of enclosingcost centers and ensuring that this labeling is maintained by the compiler trans-formations. Under this regime the let-of-scc and sccsub-of-sccsub transformations12A set of enclosing cost centers is used to solve problems caused by cyclic call graphs.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 35introduced in Section 5.3 are no longer valid.8.4 Pro�ling Strict LanguagesIt is more straightforward to pro�le a strict language than a nonstrict one, sincethere are no unevaluated closures to worry about. The semantics in Figure 4 areeasily \stricti�ed" by the following: restricting the Let rule to only bind a set ofmutually recursive function values; using a default case binding (see Section 5.1)to evaluate and bind the value of a strictly evaluated expression; and omitting theVar(thunk) rule.The result is a pro�ling scheme very similar to the SML/NJ pro�ler developedby Appel et al. [1988] (see Section 9.1).9. RELATED WORKRelatively few source-level execution pro�lers have been developed for high-levelfunctional languages. Notable exceptions are|the SML/NJ execution pro�ler (Section 9.1),|the UCL Lexical pro�ler (Section 9.2), and|the Runciman, Wakeling, R�ojemo space pro�lers (Section 9.3).Of these, only the UCL pro�ler pro�les the execution time of a nonstrict language,but it only has an interpreted implementation.9.1 The SML/NJ Pro�lerAppel et al. [1988] develop a simple execution pro�ler for the New Jersey imple-mentation of SML | a strict functional language. They report the call counts andexecution time for a set of \pro�led functions" which may include separately pro-�led local functions. They introduce the idea of a \current function," which is setwhenever a pro�led function is called and reset when execution returns from a call.Regular timer interrupts are attributed to the current function. Since unpro�ledfunctions do not set the current function their costs are subsumed by the callingfunction. These ideas correspond directly with our notions of static scope, \currentcost center," and subsumed top-level functions.In their implementation only the pro�led functions are compiled specially | allunpro�led functions use exactly the same code as normal execution. Unfortunately,this means that the unpro�led functions do not reset the current function whenexecution returns from a function call. If any of the functions called from anunpro�led function are pro�led, the rest of the execution of the unpro�led functionwill be incorrectly attributed to the pro�led function called. In contrast, we requirethat all code must be compiled for pro�ling, even if it is \unpro�led." In this waywe ensure that the cost center is always restored when evaluation (invoked by acase expression) returns.Their implementation uses side e�ects to manipulate the current function at thelanguage level. The e�ect that these manipulations have on subsequent optimiza-tion is somewhat unclear, since it is dependent on the optimizer's treatment of theassignment operations which manipulate the current function. Our work could beviewed as a development of the SML pro�ler, extending it to nonstrict languagesand providing a formal model to undergird it.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



36 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.9.2 The UCL Lexical Pro�lerClack et al. [1995] have developed a time and space pro�ler for a nonstrict, in-terpreted graph reduction system. They report the call counts and the time andspace usage for a set of \pro�led functions." The costs of unpro�led functions aresubsumed. Each of the pro�led functions is assigned a unique \color." Their no-tion of \color" is similar to our \cost center" | both are attributed with the costsidenti�ed during execution.Though there are encouraging similarities between the two pro�lers, there arealso some signi�cant di�erences.|As discussed in Section 8.2 the UCL pro�ler adheres to the notion of lexical scope,attributing the costs of applying a higher-order argument to the color enclosingthe original reference to the function. In our pro�ling scheme the cost of top-levelhigher-order arguments are subsumed by the cost center enclosing their eventualapplication site. However, we have proposed an extension to our scheme whichimplements lexical pro�ling.|If a particular function is referenced (directly or indirectly) by two or more pro-�led functions, then it implicitly becomes a separately pro�led function. Theyrely on the the attribution to color-pairs (see below) to distinguish the costsfrom di�erent callers. In contrast, our pro�ler dynamically subsumes the cost ofall unpro�led functions even if they are shared. We believe this to be a majorstrength of our pro�ling scheme, since it enables the costs of the logical \parts"of a program to be accurately subsumed, regardless of the sharing properties ofthe program.|The UCL pro�ler attributes costs to color-pairs. This enables them to distinguishthe costs of map called from f and map called from g. In fact, it provides enoughinformation to perform gprof-style statistical inheritance postprocessing, thoughthey have not actually implemented this. Currently we do not perform anyinheritance, relying on unhindered subsumption instead (but see Section 8.3).|In the UCL pro�ler an unshared CAF is subsumed by the scope which referencesit. Both the one-o� costs and any repeated costs are attributed to the subsum-ing scope. However, a shared CAF is pro�led separately. The one-o� costs areattributed to the ref1-caf color-pair where ref1 is the color of the �rst refer-ence to demand the value of the CAF and where caf is the color of the CAF.Subsequent references to the CAF (or a �-abstraction embedded within its re-sult) cause the graph to be recolored with the appropriate ref-caf color-pair. Incontrast, we always pro�le CAFs separately.13 The one-o� costs are attributedto the CAF cost center, and any repeated costs are subsumed (see Section 7).Finally, their prototype implementation pro�les interpreted graph reduction of acore functional language. They do not attempt to address the issues of programtransformation or separate compilation. Since the prototype has only been ap-plied to modest examples, it remains to be seen how their scheme scales to largerapplications.13If we know at compile time that a CAF is unshared there is no reason why it cannot be labeledwith the "SUB" cost center and arrange for all its costs to be subsumed. A modi�ed Var(thunk)rule can easily arrange for this.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 379.3 Space Pro�lersThe hbc/lml heap pro�ler [Runciman and Wakeling 1993] was developed con-currently with our heap pro�ler and has very similar goals | indeed, we use itspostprocessor to produce PostScript graphs. Aside from the absence of time pro-�ling, the main di�erence from our work is that the hbc/lml pro�ler does notprovide a mechanism for subsuming information about uninteresting functions upthe call graph. For example, a pro�le may indicate that heap objects allocated bya certain function, say map, occupy a large amount of heap space. However there isno mechanism to determine which application(s) of map was (were) responsible forproducing these cells [Kozato and Otto 1993].More recently the nhc heap pro�ler [R�ojemo and Runciman 1996; Runcimanand R�ojemo 1996] extends the hbc/lml heap-pro�ling ideas. It provides severaladditional heap pro�les which attempt to identify the cause, rather than merelythe presence, of an unexpected space leak.10. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKA version of our pro�ler has been distributed with the Glasgow Haskell compilersince June, 1993, enabling other users to pro�le their Haskell applications. Thelargest applications pro�led to date are the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) itself[Sansom 1994] and LOLITA14 | a natural-language system developed by the Arti-�cial Intelligence Research Group at the University of Durham [Morgan et al. 1994].Each of these applications consist of over 30,000 lines of Haskell code, divided intomore than 100 di�erent source modules.The experience gained actually using the pro�ler to pro�le real applications hasprovided invaluable feedback. It enabled us to compare the usability of alternativecost attribution semantics, and it drew our attention to the problem with theattribution of CAFs. It also prompted Morgan and Jarvis [1995] to develop anextension to our pro�ler which arranges for costs to be inherited (see Section 8.3).The cost center pro�le has proved to be a very useful tool. As well as quicklyidentifying the execution hot spots in a program, it enables the performance of al-ternative implementations of a particular algorithmic component within a programto be easily compared. When space is identi�ed as a bottleneck the heap pro-�les provide a very illuminating window on the space behavior. However, it oftenproves very di�cult to identify the cause of an unexpected space leak | furtherwork certainly needs to be done to aid this task [Runciman and R�ojemo 1996].A key contribution of our work has been the development of a formal modelfor cost attribution. This provides a precise framework in which to discuss designdecisions and prove certain properties of the pro�ler without becoming enmeshed inthe details of a particular implementation. Before we developed the formal model,we found alternative design choices almost impossible to understand and explainclearly, and the modi�ed pro�ling scheme of Section 7.2 never occurred to us.The formal cost semantics is deliberately slanted toward the programmer ratherthan the implementation. We also developed a small-step state transition seman-tics, which directly expresses the manipulation of cost centers performed by the14LOLITA: Large-scale, object-based, linguistic interactor, translator and analyzer.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



38 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.implementation, and proved it equivalent to the original cost semantics. This proofgreatly increases our con�dence in the correctness of our implementation.Finally, there are several ways in which the work here could be developed:|Lack of information about the enclosing cost center can hinder some of the scctransformations developed in Section 5.3. One possible solution to this is todynamically bind the enclosing cost center to a �rst-class value which could thenbe used in subsequent scc annotations.|As mentioned in Section 5, pro�ling occasionally disables optimizations that havea major e�ect on residency. When the user intends to pro�le the heap it isessential that such optimizations are not disabled. Though this requires furtherattention, we believe that developing the notion of the enclosing cost center(above) would go some way to ensuring this.|In future we may deem it worthwhile to extend our pro�ler to implement lexicalscoping using the higher-order boxing transformation described in Section 8.2.|Apart from the subsumption of unpro�led costs, we have not implemented anyform of inheritance, though it is straightforward in principle to do so (Section 8.3).|We are also working on an extension to the pro�ler that supports the pro�lingof parallel programs.APPENDIXA. GLASGOW HASKELLThe Glasgow Haskell Compiler is freely available from a number of FTP sites. Formore information please consult the GHC home page:http://www.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk/fp/software/ghcB. COST ATTRIBUTION AND EVALUATION ORDERThe original statement of Theorem 3.5.1 omitted details about renaming. The fulltheorem is stated and proved below for the modi�ed semantics (Figure 4 with mod-i�cations in Figure 7). The proof is easily modi�ed to show that the theorem alsoholds for the original semantics and the alternative evaluation scoping semantics(Section 8.1). First we need a couple of de�nitions.De�nition B.1 �0 : e0 renames � : e if there exists an injective mapping R ::Variable! Variable such that8x 2 dom(�) [ FV (e); �0(R(x)) � R(�(x)) and e0 � R(e)where the occurrence of R on the right-hand side is the extension of the mappingR to a term substitution, and � denotes syntactic identity.This just says that �0 : e0 is a copy of � : e (possibly with additional heapbindings), in which some heap-bound variables have been systematically replacedby new variables, in the expression e as well as in all expressions bound in �. �0 : e0and � : e therefore have the same meaning, considered as computational results.This could be stated formally by proving that they map to the same meaning in adenotational semantics.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 39De�nition B.2 The size of a derivation jcc;� : e +�� : z; cczj is the number ofrule applications in the proof tree for +�. For convenience, we use the notation j+�jwhere this unambiguously identi�es a particular derivation.Theorem 3.5.1If cc1;� : e1 +�1� : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�2� : z2; ccz2Then there exists �0; z01; �0; z02 and 
 such thatcc1;�0 : e1 +�01
 : z01; ccz1 and cc2;�0 : e2 +�02
 : z02; ccz2and �2+�01 = �1+�02where �0 : z01 renames � : z1 and �0 : z02 renames � : z2Proof. First we observe that there exist derivations cc1;� : e1 +�1�0 : z01; ccz1and cc2;� : e2 +�2�0 : z02; ccz2 for which (dom(�0)ndom(�))\(dom(�0)ndom(�)) =; and for which �0 : z01 renames � : z1 and �0 : z02 renames � : z2.This says that the newly allocated variables are distinct in the two derivations,but they give the same results.The new derivations are constructed as copies of the original ones. First a re-named derivation cc1;� : e1 +��1�0 : z01; ccz1 is constructed by choosing, in applica-tions of the Let rule, fresh variables which occur in neither of the original dervia-tions. Then a renamed derivation cc2;� : e2 +��2�0 : z02; ccz2 is constructed by choos-ing, in applications of the Let rule, fresh variables which occur in neither of theoriginal derivations nor in the newly constructed one for cc1;� : e1 +��1�0 : z01; ccz1 .This is possible because the supply of fresh variables is unlimited.By construction, �0 : z01 renames � : z1, and �0 : z02 renames � : z2. Namely, theconstructed derivations di�er only in the choice of fresh variables in applications ofthe Let rule, and hence the results di�er only in this respect also.The proof now proceeds by induction on the total size of the renamed dervations.(For convenience we drop the �s and 0s introduced by the renaming.)Inductive Hypothesis :If cc1;� : e1 +�1� : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�2� : z2; ccz2and (dom(�) n dom(�)) \ (dom(�) n dom(�)) = ;Then cc1;� : e1 +�01
 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�02
 : z2; ccz2and �2+�01 = �1+�02 and j+�01j � j+�1j and j+�02j � j+�2j.The �nal two clauses establish that the sizes of the delayed derivations are no largerthan the original derivations.Assume the following: cc1;� : e1 +�1� : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�2� : z2; ccz2and (dom(�) n dom(�)) \ (dom(�) n dom(�)) = ;. Consider the pair of rules usedto derive +�1 and +�2 .Case: (Lam, any). The rule states that cc1;� : �y:e +fg� : �y:e; cc1. Now, � ��, �2 � �02, � � 
, cc1;� : �y:e +fg� : �y:e; cc1 (Lam), and �2+fg = fg+�02 andj+�01j = 1 = j+�1j and j+�02j = j+�2j.Case: (Con, any). The rule states that cc1;� : C xa +fg� : C xa; cc1. Now,� � �, �2 � �02, � � 
, cc1;� : C xa +fg� : C xa; cc1 (Con), and �2+fg = fg+�02and j+�01j = 1 = j+�1j and j+�02j = j+�2j.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



40 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.Case: (App, any).cc1;� : e +�e�1 : �y:e0; cc� cc�;�1 : e0[x=y] +��� : z1; ccz1cc1;� : e x +fcc1 7!Ag+�e+��� : z1; ccz1From the left premise (+�e), the right assumption (+�2), and the inductive hypothe-sis we have cc1;� : e +�0e
1 : �y:e0; cc� and cc2;�1 : e2 +�02
1 : z2; ccz2 and �2+�0e =�e+�02 and j+�0ej � j+�ej and j+�02j � j+�2j. Since j+�02j � j+�2j, we can use the induc-tive hypothesis with the right premise (+��) and +�02 , giving cc�;
1 : e0[x=y] +�0�
2 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�002 
2 : z2; ccz2 and �02+�0� = ��+�002 and j+�0�j � j+��jand j+�002 j � j+�02j. Applying the App rule we have cc1;� : e x +fcc1 7!Ag+�0e+�0�
2 : z1; ccz1 and �2+fcc1 7!Ag+�0e+�0� = fcc1 7!Ag+�e+�02+�0� = fcc1 7!Ag+�e+��+�002and j+�01j = 1 + j+�0ej+ j+�0�j � 1 + j+�ej+ j+��j = j+�1j.Case: (Let, any). cc1;�[yi cc17! bei] : be +�e� : z1; ccz1cc1;� : let fxi = eig in e +fcc1 7!n�Hg+�e� : z1; ccz1 yi freshSince the fresh yi in the renamed derivation are not bound in +�2 , we can constructan equivalent derivation, +��2 , where the bindings for the yi have been added toevery heap in the derivation of +�2 . In all other respects +��2 is identical to +�2 .cc2;�[yi cc17! bei] : e2 +��2�[yi cc17! bei] : z2; ccz2From the premise (+�e), the constructed derivation (+��2), and the inductive hy-pothesis we have cc1;�[yi cc17! bei] : be +�0e
 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�02
 : z2; ccz2 and�2+�0e = �e+�02 and j+�0ej � j+�ej and j+��02j � j+��2j = j+�2j. Applying the Let rule wehave cc1;� : let fxi = eig in e +fcc1 7!n�Hg+�0e
 : z1; ccz1 and �2+fcc1 7!n�Hg+�0e =fcc1 7!n�Hg+�e+�02 and j+�01j = 1 + j+�0ej � 1 + j+�ej = j+�1j.Case: (Case, any).cc1;� : e +�e�1 : Ck xak ; ccC cc1;�1 : ek[xi=yki] +�ek� : z1; ccz1cc1;� : case e of alts +fcc1 7!Cg+�e+�ek� : z1; ccz1From the left premise (+�e), the right assumption (+�2), and the inductive hy-pothesis we have cc1;� : e +�0e
1 : Ck xak ; ccC and cc2;�1 : e2 +�02
1 : z2; ccz2 and�2+ �0e = �e+ �02 and j+�0ej � j+�ej and j+�02j � j+�2j. Since j+�02j � j+�2j, wecan use the inductive hypothesis with the right premise (+�ek ) and +�02 , givingcc1;
1 : ek[xi=yki] +�0ek
2 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�002
2 : z2; ccz2 and �02+ �0ek =�ek +�002 and j+�0ek j � j+�ek j and j+�002 j � j+�02j. Applying the Case rule we havecc1;� : case e of alts +fcc1 7!Cg+�0e+�0ek
2 : z1; ccz1 and �2+fcc1 7! Cg+�0e+�0ek =fcc1 7! Cg+�e+�02+�0ek = fcc1 7! Cg+�e+�ek+�002 and j+�01j = 1 + j+�0ej + j+�0ek j �1 + j+�ej+ j+�ek j = j+�1j.Case: (SCC, any). cc;� : e +�e� : z1; ccz1cc1;� : scc cc e +fcc7!Eg+�e� : z1; ccz1From the premise (+�e), the right assumption (+�2), and the inductive hypoth-esis we have cc;� : e +�0e
 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;� : e2 +�02
 : z2; ccz2 and �2+ �0e =ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 41�e+ �02 and j+�0ej � j+�ej and j+�02j � j+�2j. Applying the SCC rule we havecc1;� : scc cc e +fcc7!Eg+�0e
 : z1; ccz1 and �2+fcc 7!Eg+�0e = fcc 7!Eg+�e+�02 andj+�01j = 1+ j+�0ej � 1 + j+�ej = j+�1j.Case: (Var(whnf ), any). cc1;�0[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc1 7!Vg�0[x ccz7! z] : z; S(cc1ccz z). Now,� � � � �0[x ccz7! z], �2 � �02, and � � 
 � �0[x ccz7! z], since +�2 must preserve thevalue binding for x. So we have cc1;�0[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc1 7!Vg�0[x ccz7! z] : z; S(cc1ccz z) byVar(whnf ) and �2+fcc1 7!Vg = fcc1 7!Vg+�02 and j+�01j = 1 = j+�1j and j+�02j = j+�2j.Case: (any, Lam), (any, App), (any, Let), (any, Con), (any, Case) (any, SCC ),and (any, Var(whnf )). We omit these cases, since they are essentially identical tothe cases already given for +�1 .Case: (Var(thunk), Var(thunk)). Either e1 � x � e2 or e1 � x 6� y � e2.Suppose e1 � x � e2, i.e.,ccx;�0 : ex +�ex1�0 : z1; ccz1cc1;�0[x ccx7! ex] : x +fcc1 7! Vg+ �ex1+fccz1 7! Ug �0[x ccz17! z1] : z1; S(cc1ccz1 z1) ex 6� z1ccx;�0 : ex +�ex2�0 : z2; ccz2cc2;�0[x ccx7! ex] : x +fcc2 7! Vg+ �ex2+fccz2 7! Ug �0[x ccz27! z2] : z2; S(cc2ccz2 z2) ex 6� z2So �ex1 � �ex2 , �0 � �0 � 
0, z1 � z2 � z, and ccz1 � ccz2 �ccz. Now, cc1;�0[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc1 7!Vg
0[x ccz7! z] : z1; S(cc1ccz1 z1) by Var(whnf ) andcc2;�0[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc2 7!Vg
0[x ccz7! z] : z2; S(cc2ccz2 z2) by Var(whnf ) and fcc2 7!Vg+�ex2 +fccz2 7! Ug+fcc1 7! Vg = fcc1 7! Vg+ �ex1+fccz1 7! Ug+fcc2 7! Vg andj+�01j = 1 � 1 + j+�ex1 j = j+�1j and j+�02j = 1 � 1 + j+�ex2 j = j+�2j.Suppose e1 � x 6� y � e2, i.e.,ccx;�0[y ccy7! ey] : ex +�ex�0 : z1; ccz1cc1;�0[y ccy7! ey; x ccx7! ex] : x +fcc1 7! Vg+ �ex+fccz1 7! Ug �0[x ccz17! z1] : z1; S(cc1ccz1 z1) ex 6� z1ccy;�0[x ccx7! ex] : ey +�ey�0 : z2; ccz2cc2;�0[y ccy7! ey; x ccx7! ex] : y +fcc2 7! Vg+ �ey+fccz2 7! Ug �0[y ccz27! z2] : z2; S(cc2ccz2 z2) ey 6� z2If the evaluation of x requires the value of y, and the evaluation of y requires theevaluation of x, we have a cyclic data dependency, and the assumption cannot hold.Without loss of generality, assume the evaluation of y does not require the valueof x, i.e., the �nal heap of +�2 has an unevaluated binding for x (�0 � �00[x ccx7! ex]).Since the binding for x is not required in the derivation of +�2 we can constructan equivalent derivation, +��2 , where the binding for x has been dropped from everyheap in the derivation of +�2 . In all other respects +��2 is identical to +�2 .cc2;�0[y ccy7! ey] : y +��2�00[y ccz27! z2] : z2; S(cc2ccz2 z2)ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



42 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.From the premise (+�ex), the constructed derivation (+��2), and the induc-tive hypothesis we have ccx;�00[y ccz27! z2] : ex +�0ex
0 : z1; ccz1 and cc2;�0 : y +�02
0 : z2; S(cc2ccz2 z2) and �2+�0ex = �ex+�02 and j+�0ex j � j+�ex j and j+�02j � j+��2j. Applyingthe Var(thunk) rule we havecc1;�00[y ccz27! z2; x ccx7! ex] : x +fcc1 7! Vg+ �0ex+fccz1 7! Ug 
0[x ccz17! z1] : z1; S(cc1ccz1 z1).Since x is not bound in �0 and since the derivation of +�02 does not choose x as afresh variable (the choice of fresh variables is preserved from +�2), we can constructan equivalent derivation, +��02 , where the binding for x has been added to every heapin the derivarion of +�02 . In all other respects +��02 is identical to +�02 .cc2;�0[x ccz17! z1] : y +��02
0[x ccz17! z1] : z2; S(cc2ccz2 z2).Finally, we have �2+fcc1 7!Vg+�0ex+fccz1 7!Ug = fcc1 7!Vg+�ex+fccz1 7!Ug+�02and j+�01j = 1 + j+�0ex j � 1 + j+�ex j = j+�1j and j+�02j = j+��02j � j+�2j = j+��2j.C. CORRECTNESS OF THE OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSTheorem 4.2.1(cc;�init; e; [ ]; fg))� (cc0;�; z; [ ]; �) if and only if cc;�init : e +�� : z; cc0The proof below establishes the theorem for the modi�ed semantics and statetransition rules (Figures 4 and 5 with modi�cations in Figure 7). Its structureis similar to that of Sestoft's correctness proof for the unpro�led state transitionsystem [Sestoft 1997]. First we prove the following lemmas.Lemma C.1If cc;� : e +�� : e0; cc0Then (cc;�; e; S; �0))� (cc0;�; e0; S; �1) and �1 = �0+�.Proof. This is proved by induction on the derivation of cc;� : e +�� : e0; cc0.Case: Lam. cc;� : �y:e +fg� : �y:e; cc. Clearly(cc;�; �y:e; S; �0) )� (cc;�; �y:e; S; �0+fg) empty sequenceCase: Con. cc;� : C xa +fg� : C xa; cc. Clearly(cc;�; C xa; S; �0) )� (cc;�; C xa; S; �0+fg) empty sequenceCase: App. cc;� : e x +fcc7!Ag+�1+�2� : z; ccz. Now(cc;�; (e x); S; �0)) (cc;�; e; x :S; �0+fcc 7!Ag) rule app1)� (cc�;�; �y:e0; x :S; �0+fcc 7!Ag+�1) left premise and hyp.) (cc�;�; e0[x=y]; S; �0+fcc 7!Ag+�1) rule app2)� (ccz;�; z; S; �0+fcc 7!Ag+�1+�2) right premise and hyp.Case: Var(whnf ). cc;�[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc7!Vg�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(ccccz z). ClearlyACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 43(cc;�[x ccz7! z]; x; S; �0)) (S(ccccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; z; S; �0+fcc 7!Vg) rule var1Case: Var(thunk). cc;�[x cce7! e] : x +fcc7!Vg+�+fccz 7!Ug�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(ccccz z).(cc;�[x cce7! e]; x; S; �0)) (cce;�; e; �#xcc� :S; �0+fcc 7!Vg) rule var2)� (ccz;�; z; �#xcc� :S; �0+fcc 7!Vg+�) premise and hyp.) (S(ccccz z);�[x ccz7! x]; z; S; �0+fcc 7!Vg+�+fccz 7!Ug) rule var3Case: Let . cc;� : let fxi = eig in e +fcc7!n�Hg+�� : z; ccz. Since the let rulecan choose the same fresh yi as were chosen by the Let rule we have(cc;�; let fxi = eig in e; S; �0)) (cc;�[yi cc7! bei]; be; S; �0+fcc 7!n�Hg) rule let (same yi as Let))� (ccz;�; z; S; �0+fcc 7!n�Hg+�) premise and hyp.Case: Case. cc;� : case e of fCj yjaj -> ejg +fcc7!Cg+�1+�2� : z; ccz. Now(cc;�; case e of alts; S; �0)) (cc;�; e; (alts;cc) :S; �0+fcc 7!Cg) rule case1)� (ccC ;�; Ck xak ; (alts;cc) :S; �0+fcc 7!Cg+�1) left premise and hyp.) (cc;�; ek[xi=yki]; S; �0+fcc 7!Cg+�1) rule case2)� (ccz;�; z; S; �0+fcc 7!Cg+�1+�2) right premise and hyp.Case: SCC. cc;� : scc ccscc e +fccscc 7!Eg+�� : z; ccz. Now(cc;�; scc ccscc e; S; �0)) (ccscc;�; e; S; �0+fccscc 7!Eg) rule scc)� (ccz;�; z; S; �0+fccscc 7!Eg+�) premise and hyp.De�nition C.2 A balanced computation is a computation (cc;�; e; S; �) )�(cc0;�0; e0; S; �0) in which the initial and �nal stacks are the same and in which allintermediate stacks are extensions of the initial stack.Since the stack represents the context of a subderivation, a balanced computationcaptures the idea that the proof of each subderivation does not depend on thecontext in which that subderivation occurs, i.e., it does not consume any of itscontext.De�nition C.3 The trace of a computation is the sequence of transition rulesused. A balanced trace is the trace of a balanced computation.What are the possible forms of a balanced trace? Clearly the empty trace (havingone state and no transitions) is balanced. Now consider nonempty traces, andassume an initial stack S. A nonempty balanced trace must begin with an app1,var1, var2, let, case1, or scc transition (since app2, var3, and case2 would producean intermediate state which is not an extension of S). We consider each initialtransition in turn.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



44 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.If the trace begins with app1, which produces an intermediate stack of the formx :S, then eventually an app2 transition must occur which restores the stack to S(no other transition can do this). Consider the �rst such transition; the subtracebetween the initial app1 transition and the occurrence must be balanced (withstacks which are extensions of x : S), and the subtrace after that occurrence isbalanced (with stacks which are extensions of S). The trace must have the formapp1 bal app2 bal where bal stands for an arbitrary balanced trace.A trace that begins with var1 can only contain this single transition, since itproduces an intermediate stack S and control z, which must be a �-abstraction ora constructor. The only transitions which could follow are app2, case2, or var3, allof which remove an element from the stack and contradict the balancedness of thetrace.A trace that begins with var2 produces an intermediate stack with the form�#xcc� : S which must be restored by a var3 transition. As for the var1 trace, thecontrol after the var3 transition must be a �-abstraction or a constructor. Hencethe occurrence of the var3 transition must be the last element of the trace, whichmust have the form var2 bal var3.If the trace begins with let, then the subtrace after let must be balanced, so ithas the form let bal.A trace that begins with case1 produces an intermediate stack with the form(alts;cc) :S which must be restored by a case2 transition. Such a trace must havethe form case1 bal case2 bal.If the trace begins with scc, then the subtrace after scc must be balanced, so ithas the form scc bal.In summary, all balanced traces can be derived from the following grammar:bal ::= � j app1 bal app2 bal j var1 j var2 bal var3j let bal j case1 bal case2 bal j scc balLemma C.4If (cc0;�0; e0; S; �0))� (cc1;�1; z; S; �1) is a balanced computationThen cc0;�0 : e0 +��1 : z; cc1 and �1 = �0+�.Proof. This is proved by induction on the structure of balanced traces, followingthe grammar.Case: �. If z � �y:e then it follows by rule Lam because we have cc0 = cc1,�0 = �1, and e0 � z � �y:e. Otherwise z � C xa, and it follows by rule Con. Inboth cases � = fg, so �1 = �0+� since �0 = �1.Case: app1 bal app2 bal. We must have e0 � e x. The state afterapp1 must be (cc0;�0; e; x :S; �0+fcc0 7!Ag), and the state before app2 mustbe (cc�;�; �y:e0; x :S; �0). Since the trace between these states is balancedwe have cc0;�0 : e +�bal1� : �y:e0; cc� where �0 = �0 + fcc0 7! Ag + �bal1 bythe inductive hypothesis. The state after app2 is (cc�;�; e0[x=y]; S; �0), andthe trace of (cc�;�; e0[x=y]; S; �0) )� (cc1;�1; z; S; �1) is balanced; so we havecc�;� : e0[x=y] +�bal2�1 : z; cc1 where �1 = �0+�bal2 by the inductive hypothesis.Using the App rule we conclude that cc0;�0 : e x +fcc0 7!Ag+�bal1+�bal2�1 : z; cc1 andobserve that �1 = �0+�bal2 = �0+fcc0 7!Ag+�bal1+�bal2 as required.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 45Case: var1. We must have e0 � x and �0 = �[x ccz7! z]. The state after var1must be (S(cc0ccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; z; S; �0+fcc0 7!Vg). But the Var(whnf ) rule states thatcc0;�[x ccz7! z] : x +fcc7!Vg�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(cc0ccz z) with cc1 = S(cc0ccz z) and �1 = �0+fcc0 7!Vg as required.Case: var2 bal var3. We must have e0 � x, �0 = �[x cce7! e], ande 6� z. The state after var2 must be (cce;�; e; �#xcc0� :S; �0+fcc0 7!Vg); the statebefore var3 must be (ccz;�; z; �#xcc0� :S; �0); and the state after var3 must be(S(cc0ccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; z; S; �0+fccz 7!Ug). Since the trace between var2 and var3is balanced we have cce;� : e +�bal1� : z; ccz where �0 = �0+ fcc0 7! Vg+ �bal1by the inductive hypothesis. Using the Var(thunk) rule we conclude thatcc0;�[x cce7! e] : x +fcc0 7!Vg+�bal1+fccz 7!Ug�[x ccz7! z] : z; S(cc0ccz z) and observe that �1 =�0+fccz 7!Ug = �0+fcc0 7!Vg+�bal1+fccz 7!Ug as required.Case: let bal. We must have e0 � let fxi = eig in e, and forthe renaming be some fresh yi have been chosen. The state after let is(cc0;�0[yi cc07! bei]; be; S; �0+fcc0 7!n�Hg), and since the trace after let is balancedwe have cc0;�0[yi cc07! bei] : be +�bal1�1 : z; cc1 where �1 = �0+fcc0 7! n�Hg+ �bal1by the inductive hypothesis. Using the Let rule, choosing the same fresh yi, weconclude that cc0;�0 : let fxi = eig in e +fcc0 7!n�Hg+�bal1�1 : z; cc1 as required.Case: case1 bal case2 bal. We must have e0 � case e of alts. The state aftercase1 must be (cc0;�0; e; (alts;cc0) :S; �0+fcc0 7!Cg), and the state before case2must be (ccC ;�; Ck xak ; (alts;cc0) :S; �0). Since the trace between these states isbalanced we have cc0;�0 : e +�bal1� : Ck xak ; ccC where �0 = �0+fcc0 7!Cg+�bal1by the inductive hypothesis. The state after case2 is (cc0;�; ek[xi=yki]; S; �0), andthe trace of (cc0;�; ek[xi=yki]; S; �0) )� (cc1;�1; z; S; �1) is balanced; so we havecc0;� : ek[xi=yki] +�bal2�1 : z; cc1 where �1 = �0+�bal2 by the inductive hypothesis.Using the Case rule we conclude that cc0;�0 : case e of alts +fcc0 7!Cg+�bal1+�bal2�1 : z; cc1 and observe that �1 = �0+�bal2 = �0+fcc0 7!Cg+�bal1+�bal2 as required.Case: scc bal. We must have e0 � scc ccscc e. The state af-ter scc is (ccscc;�0; e; S; �0+fccscc 7!Eg), and since the trace after scc is bal-anced we have ccscc;�0 : e +�bal1�1 : z; cc1 where �1 = �0 + fccscc 7! Eg +�bal1 by the inductive hypothesis. Using the SCC rule, we conclude thatcc0;�0 : scc ccscc e +fccscc 7!Eg+�bal1�1 : z; cc1 as required.Theorem 4.2.1(cc;�init; e; [ ]; fg))� (cc0;�; z; [ ]; �) if and only if cc;�init : e +�� : z; cc0Proof.If. This part follows from Lemma C.1.Only if. Observe that the computation (cc;�init; e; [ ]; fg) )� (cc0;�; z; [ ]; �) isnecessarily balanced; then the result follows from Lemma C.4.The theorem says that the abstract machine terminates with a value z and costattribution � if and only if the natural semantics successfully derives this value andACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



46 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.cost attribution.A second possibility is that the machine may terminate with a variable x in thecontrol, indicating a \black hole," in which case the natural semantics permits noderivations at all. Finally, a third possibility is that the machine may embark onan in�nite computation, corresponding to an in�nite derivation tree in the natu-ral semantics. Since both systems are deterministic (modulo the choice of freshvariables) these possibilities are mutually exclusive.D. THE STATIC SCOPE OF COST CENTERSSection 4.3 introduced Theorem 4.3.5 for the original semantics. Here the theoremis restated and proved for the modi�ed semantics (Figure 5 with modi�cations inFigure 7). This requires a couple of extensions:(1) The right-hand sides of all top-level bindings, including the CAF bindings in-troduced in Section 7, are labeled with the cost center annotating the heapbinding.�labinit = f x cc7! 'cc[e] : x = e 2 prog and cc = initcc(e) g(2) The modi�ed var1 and var3 rules (Figure 7) are extended to relabel "SUB"and "CAF" values with the subsuming cost center. Note that a value may berelabeled more than once, since it may be subsumed by a "CAF" cost centerand then re-subsumed by another cost center.(cc;�[x ccz7! z]; xl; S; �) )var1lab (S(ccccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; labsub(ccz; cc; z); S; �+fcc 7!Vg)(ccz;�; z; �#xcc� :S; �) )var3lab (S(ccccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; labsub(ccz; cc; z); S; �+fccz 7!Ug)where labsub("SUB"; cc; �y:e l) = 'cc[U [�y:e l]]labsub("CAF"; cc; �y:e l) = 'cc[U [�y:e l]]labsub(ccz ; cc; z ) = zTheorem 4.3.5(ccinit;�labinit; elabinit; [ ]; fg))�lab (cc;�; e; S; �) ) cc � lab(e) and cc 6� "SUB"where � denotes syntactic identity.Proof. This is proved by induction over the length of the trace of the labeledcomputation )�lab.Inductive Hypothesis . cc 6� "SUB" and e � 'cc[U [e]] and heapok (�) andstackok (S), where heapok (�) requires that all the heap bindings in � are labeledwith the attached cost center, unless they are subsumed, and stackok (S) requires(1) that the cost center "SUB" does not appear on the stack and (2) any alts arecorrectly labeled.heapok (�) = 8x; cc; e : x cc7! e 2 �) e � 'cc[U [e]]stackok (S) = 8cc; x; alts : �#xcc� 2 S ) cc 6� "SUB", and(alts;cc) 2 S ) cc 6� "SUB" and 8ej 2 alts : ej = 'cc[U [ej]]Base Case: )0lab. cc � ccinit � "MAIN", � � �labinit, e � elabinit � 'ccinit[einit],and S � [ ]. Clearly cc 6� "SUB", stackok ([ ]) and'cc[U [e]] � 'ccinit[U ['ccinit[einit]]] � 'ccinit[einit] � e:ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 47From the de�nition of �labinit above we have x cc7! elab 2 �labinit ) elab = 'cc[e]. Since'cc[U [elab]] � 'cc[U ['cc[e]]] � 'cc[e] � elab, heapok (�labinit).Inductive Case: )k+1lab . Consider the last transition in the trace of the labeledcomputation )�lab.Case: app1. (cc;�; e x l; S; �))app1lab (cc;�; e; x :S; �+fcc 7!Ag).By the inductive hypothesis cc 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok (S), and e x l �'cc[U [e x l]]. Clearly stackok (x :S) ande x l � 'cc[U [e x l]] � 'cc[U [e] x] � 'cc[U [e]] x cc) e � 'cc[U [e]].Case: app2. (cc�;�; �y:e l; x :S; �))app2lab (cc�;�; e[x=y]; S; �).By the inductive hypothesis cc� 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok (x :S), and �y:e l �'cc�[U [�y:e l]]. Clearly stackok (S) and�y:e l � 'cc�[U [�y:e l]] � 'cc�[�y:U [e]] � �y:'cc�[U [e]] cc�) e � 'cc�[U [e]].Since the variable x is unlabeled, substituting x for y in e does not modify thelabeling of e, i.e., e[x=y] � 'cc�[U [e[x=y]]]. Any labeled occurences of y in e willresult in identically labeled occurences of x in e[x=y].Case: var1. (cc;�[x ccz7! z]; xl; S; �))var1lab (S(ccccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; labsub(ccz; cc; z); S; �+fcc 7!Vg).By the inductive hypothesis cc 6� "SUB", xl � 'cc[U [xl]], stackok (S), andheapok (�[x ccz7! z])) z � 'ccz [U [z]]. If z � �y:e l and ccz �"SUB" or "CAF"we haveS(ccccz z) = cc and labsub(ccz ; cc; z) = 'cc[U [z]]. Otherwise, S(ccccz z) = ccz 6� "SUB"and labsub(ccz ; cc; z) = z � 'ccz [U [z]].Case: var2. (cc;�[x cce7! e]; xl; S; �))var2lab (cce;�; e; �#xcc� :S; �+fcc 7!Vg).By the inductive hypothesis cc 6� "SUB", heapok (�[x cce7! e]), stackok (S), and xl �'cc[U [xl]]. Since e 6� �y:e0 we must have cce 6� "SUB" and e � 'cce[U [e]]. Sincecc 6� "SUB" we have stackok(�#xcc� :S). Finally it is okay to drop the heap binding,i.e., heapok (�).Case: var3. (ccz;�; z; �#xcc� :S; �))var3lab (S(ccccz z);�[x ccz7! z]; labsub(ccz; cc; z); S; �+fccz 7!Ug).By the inductive hypothesis ccz 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok (�#xcc� : S), and z �'ccz [U [z]]. Thus, the updated heap binding is okay, i.e., heapok (�[x ccz7! z]). Ifz � �y:e l and ccz � "CAF" we have S(ccccz z) = cc and labsub(ccz; cc; z) = 'cc[U [z]]and stackok(�#xcc� : S) ) cc 6� "SUB". Otherwise, S(ccccz z) = ccz 6� "SUB" andlabsub(ccz; cc; z) = z � 'ccz [U [z]]. Finally it is okay to pop �#xcc� o� the stack,i.e., stackok (S).Case: let. (cc;�; let fxi = eig in e l; S; �))letlab (cc;�[yi cc7! bei]; be; S; �+fcc 7!n�Hg).ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



48 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.By the inductive hypothesis cc 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok (S), andlet fxi = eig in e l � 'cc[U [let fxi = eig in e l]]. Now,let fxi = eig in e l � 'cc[U [let fxi = eig in e l]]� 'cc[let fxi = U [ei]g in U [e]]� let fxi = 'cc[U [ei]]g in 'cc[U [e]] cc) e � 'cc[U [e]] and 8ei : ei � 'cc[U [ei]].Since the fresh yi are unlabeled, substituting the yi for the xi will not modify thelabeling, i.e., be � 'cc[U [be]] and 8ei : bei � 'cc[U [bei]]. Thus, the new heap bindingsare okay, i.e., heapok (�[yi cc7! bei]).Case: case1. (cc;�; case e of alts l; S; �))case1lab (cc;�; e; (alts;cc) :S; �+fcc 7!Cg).By the inductive hypothesis cc 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok (S), andcase e of alts l � 'cc[U [case e of alts l]]. Now,case e of fCj xjaj -> ejg l � 'cc[U [case e of fCj xjaj -> ejg l]]� 'cc[case U [e] of fCj xjaj -> U [ej]g]� case 'cc[U [e]] of fCj xjaj -> 'cc[U [ej]]g cc) e � 'cc[U [e]] and 8ej : ej � 'cc[U [ej]].Since cc 6� "SUB" and 8ej 2 alts : ej � 'cc[U [ej]] we have stackok ((alts;cc) :S).Case: case2. (ccC ;�; Ck xak l; (alts;cc) :S; �))case2lab (cc;�; ek[xi=yki]; S; �).By the inductive hypothesis ccC 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok ((alts;cc) : S), andCk xak l � 'cc[U [Ck xak l]]. Now, stackok ((alts;cc) : S) ) cc 6� "SUB" and8ej 2 alts : ej � 'cc[U [ej]] and stackok (S). Since the xi are unlabeled,substituting the xi for the yki in ek will not modify the labeling of ek, i.e.,ek[xi=yki] � 'cc[U [ek[xi=yki]]].Case: scc. (cc;�; scc ccscc e l; S; �))scclab (ccscc;�; e; S; �+fccscc 7!Eg).By the inductive hypothesis cc 6� "SUB", heapok (�), stackok (S), and scc ccscc e l �'cc[U [scc ccscc e l]]. Since an explicit scc cannot annotate with the "SUB" costcenter we have ccscc 6� "SUB". Now,scc ccscc e l � 'cc[U [scc ccscc e l]] � 'cc[scc ccscc U [e]]� scc ccscc 'ccscc[U [e]] cc) e � 'ccscc[U [e]].Finally, we observe that e � 'cc[U [e]] ) lab(e) � cc as required by the theo-rem.E. OVERLOADING, DICTIONARIES, AND PROFILINGHaskell has a systematic way of handling overloading through the use of type classes[Wadler and Blott 1989]. A type class is a set of types sharing some operations,called methods. A class declaration speci�es what the common operations are.A type is declared to be in the class with an instance declaration. The instancedeclaration describes what the methods in the class do for that particular type, forexample,ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



Pro�ling for Higher-Order Functional Languages � 49class Eq a where(==), (/=) :: a -> a -> Bool(/=) x y = if x == y then False else True -- default methodinstance Eq Char where(==) x y = eqChar x y(/=) x y = neChar x yinstance (Eq a) => Eq [a] where[] == [] = True(x:xs) == (y:ys) = x == y && xs == ys_ == _ = Falseelem :: Eq a => a -> [a] -> Boolelem v l = scc "elem" case l of [] -> Falsex:xs -> v == x || elem v xsseenStr :: [Char] -> [[Char]] -> BoolseenStr str seen = scc "seenStr" elem str seenThe standard mechanism for implementing overloading has been to use methoddictionaries [Hall et al. 1994; Wadler and Blott 1989], though various optimizationsand alternative schemes have been proposed [Augustsson 1993; Jones 1992]. Eachoverloaded function is given an extra dictionary argument that contains the meth-ods for the particular type at which the function is being applied. The dictionary isgiven as an argument to the generic method function, which extracts the particularmethod from the dictionary, which is then applied to the method arguments asbefore. The translation for the example above is15(==) (m, _) = m(\=) (_, n) = nEq.(==) dEq x y = error "no default method for =="Eq.(/=) dEq x y = if (==) dEq x y then False else TrueChar.(==) x y = eqChar x yChar.(/=) x y = neChar x ydict.Eq.Char = (Char.(==), Char.(/=)) -- a CAFList.(==) dEq [] [] = TrueList.(==) dEq (x:xs) (y:ys) = (==) dEq x y && List.(==) dEq xs ysList.(==) dEq _ _ = FalseList.(/=) dEq xs ys = Eq.(/=) (dfun.Eq.List dEq) xs ysdfun.Eq.List dEq = (List.(==) dEq, List.(/=) dEq)dict.Eq.List.Char = dfun.Eq.List dict.Eq.Char -- a CAFelem dEq v l = scc "elem" case l of[] -> Falsex:xs -> (==) dEq v x || elem dEq v xsseenStr str seen = elem dict.Eq.List.Char str seen15For convenience we ignore the restrictions Haskell places on the characters in identi�er names.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.



50 � Patrick M. Sansom et. al.Given the original source code above, the programmer would expect the costs ofcomparing the strings to be subsumed by the cost center "elem". However, underthe original semantics these costs are actually attributed to the "CAF" cost centerattached to the de�nitions of dict.Eq.List.Char and dict.Eq.Char (Section 7.1).This was the main motivation for introducing the modi�ed semantics in Section 7.2,since users queried the unexpectedly large proportion of execution costs attributedto "CAF". Under the modi�ed scheme, the costs of constructing the dictionariesare attributed to the "CAF" cost center, but the cost of applying the methods aresubsumed by the enclosing cost center, as required.So that the cost of constructing dictionaries is reported separately we actuallyattach the cost center "DICT" to top-level dictionary declarations. This cost centeris treated in exactly the same way as the "CAF" cost center by the S(ccccz z) predicate.Unfortunately, not all dictionaries are declared at the top-level, since a particulardictionary may depend on a runtime dictionary argument. For example, searchingfor a singleton list in a list of lists might be de�ned aselem_ll :: Eq a => a -> [[a]] -> Boolelem_ll v ll = scc "elem_ll" elem [v] llThis is translated toelem_ll dEq v ll = scc "elem_ll" elem (dfunEqList dEq) [v] llwhich builds a dictionary for comparing lists of the element type and passes itto elem. In this situation the costs of comparing the strings are attributed tothe cost center "elem_ll" because the methods are constructed by dfunEqListin the scope of "elem_ll". To ensure that these dynamic dictionary methods arecorrectly subsumed by their actual call sites we place a special sccdict annotationin the dictionary construction functions.dfunEqList dEq = sccdict "DICT" (EqList(==) dEq, EqList(/=) dEq)The sccdict annotation is identical to an scc annotation, except that it does notincrement the inner count of the enclosing cost center. This means that the intro-duction of the sccdict annotation does not a�ect the inner count of the enclosingcost center. The sccdict annotation is di�erent from the sccsub annotation, intro-duced in Section 5.3, since it still increments the scc count of the new cost center| we are, after all, interested in how many dictionaries are constructed.The end result of these modi�cations is that the costs of executing a particularmethod is always subsumed by the cost center enclosing the application site of themethod selector, unless, of course, the particular method has an explicit scc anno-tation. This coincides with the programmer's expectations, since these applicationsare introduced where the overloaded method identi�er occurs in the source.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThanks to the Glasgow Haskell team for providing the framework for making thiswork possible. Thanks also to Peter Sestoft, David Turner, Hans Loidl, WillPartain, and the anonymous referees for providing useful comments and sugges-tions on this article. Finally, we would like to acknowledge the support of theEPSRC and the Commonwealth Scholarship Commission.ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 1997.
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